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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Many discussions of the macroeconomic adjustment or Troika’s programmes in the euro area are dominated by the length and the depth of the accompanying recession.

This is particularly true for Greece, where the initial programme was indeed insufficient given the known starting conditions. That the required quick fiscal adjustment would have led to a severe economic downturn could have been anticipated at the time. However, the recession was deepened by other unexpected factors, such as the debt restructuring (so-called ‘private sector involvement’ or PSI) and political uncertainties, which depressed investment even further. Another reason for the length and depth of the recession is linked to exports, which have stagnated despite impressive falls in wage costs. This must be due to the lack of effective structural reforms, resistance to which was more difficult to anticipate and remains difficult to cure. The fiscal adjustment is now almost completed, but the country cannot get on a sustainable growth path until structural reforms foster stronger export growth.

By contrast, the programmes of Portugal and Ireland ‘worked’ in the sense that the initial expectations in terms of adjustment, both fiscal and external, were broadly fulfilled. A rebound based on exports has taken hold in these two countries. A full recovery based on exports will take more time given that the skills needed in exporting industries are quite different from those needed in the construction and other non-tradable sectors which had absorbed most employment during the boom years preceding the crisis.

In Cyprus, the fall in GDP has so far been less severe than initially feared and the programme is proceeding as planned.

It is still too early to find robust evidence in any country that the programmes have increased the long-term growth potential. Indicators of structural reforms based on legislative changes, such as those collected by the OECD, show considerable progress. But survey indicators that purport to capture the degree to which legislative changes have had an impact on labour markets or the functioning of the public administration show a continuing (albeit slight) deterioration for Greece and only modest improvement elsewhere.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the start of EMU (Economic and Monetary Union) in 1993 until 2008, the euro area, and more broadly the global economy, experienced an unprecedented credit boom. The expansion of credit was particularly strong in Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain and Cyprus and all of them subsequently needed official financial support. This briefing paper focuses on the analysis of the four countries that implemented fully-fledged macroeconomic adjustment programmes: Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Cyprus.

Greece was the first country to lose market access in early 2010 as the catastrophic state of its public finances became gradually known. When the need for an assistance programme (consisting of financial support and a designed adjustment plan) became inevitable, a debate over the involvement of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) started. It became rapidly clear that the IMF’s expertise was indispensable and that it could also make a substantial financial contribution in the programme. Moreover, given that the European Central Bank (ECB) had a solid expertise in financial markets but also that it had extended large amounts of lending to Greek banks and provided de facto substantial balance-of-payments support via its Emergency Lending Assistance (ELA), it was decided that the ECB should also be involved in the assistance process. This led to the creation of what is informally called the ‘Troika’, with the European Union, represented by the European Commission, acting as the third pillar of the alliance.

Greece did not qualify for the balance-of-payments assistance the EU offered to Latvia in 2008, because this facility was designed only for non-euro area countries (see Casale et al., 2012). Moreover, given that the total outstanding amount of loans to be granted to member states under the medium-term financial assistance facility is limited to €50 billion, the resources available would have been insufficient to cope even with the case of Greece alone. Therefore other means had to be found to finance the first Greek programme, and the only possible solution was through bilateral loans from other EU governments, which materialised in the Greek Loan Facility.²

At first, it was thought that Greece would remain an isolated case. However, it was soon feared that other governments might also face similar refinancing problems and that a more systematic approach was needed. This led to the establishment of the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF), a temporary rescue mechanism which was latter de facto made permanent in the form of the European Stability Mechanism³ (ESM). On November 2010, Ireland officially requested financial assistance from the EFSF, followed by Portugal in April 2011.⁴

In early 2012, Greece requested further assistance, which was then provided by the EFSF and accompanied by a private sector involvement (PSI) to reduce the amount of outstanding public debt. Finally, in 2013 it was Cyprus’ turn: after a formal request by the country in June 2012, the assistance programme finally started in mid-2013. A contribution by the ESM of up to €9 billion

---

¹ Spain also needed external financial assistance. In this case, however, the financial support was limited in size and scope to the banking sector. Therefore, only the programmes for the other four countries are analysed in this paper.
² Under the Greek Loan Facility (GLF), the European Commission was not acting as a borrower but was entrusted by the euro area member states with the coordination and administration of the pooled bilateral loans, including their disbursement to Greece.
³ Contrary to the ESM, which is a formal institution based on international treaty, the EFSF is private company (more exactly a special purpose vehicle – or SPV) established in Luxembourg and jointly controlled by (finance ministers of) the euro-area states.
⁴ In addition to the financial resources provided by the EFSF and the IMF, the European Financial Stability Mechanism (EFSM) also participated in the assistance programmes, providing €22.5 billion for Ireland and €26 billion for Portugal. For a clear description of the differences between the EFSF, EFSM and ESM, see Casale et al. 2012.
was announced in return for Cyprus agreeing to close the country’s second-largest bank and imposing a one-time bank deposit levy on uninsured deposits above €100,000.

Ex post, it appears that the underlying assumption of the various assistance programmes drafted by the Troika was that the countries in question only faced a temporary liquidity crisis. Under this hypothesis, a relatively short and sharp adjustment effort should have been sufficient for them to resolve their fundamental problems, mostly fiscal and external deficits (but not only), thus making it possible to regain access to international capital markets rather quickly. While in the case of Ireland and Portugal this assumption has proved correct, in the case of Greece it turned out to be wrong. Only after the debt restructuring through the PSI, which lowered the debt burden, and lower interest rates, was Greece’s sovereign debt again deemed to be in a sustainable position.

In each of the four programmes, financial assistance has been provided and promised against the commitment of each country to fulfil certain economic policy conditions contained in the macroeconomic adjustment programme. This usually involves an agreed path of fiscal consolidation, governance measures as well as financial-sector stabilisation and structural reform measures to improve the business environment and support growth.

More in general, a macroeconomic adjustment is a process driven by policies but also by changes in private spending behaviour (consumption, imports, investment) and improvement in competitiveness that countries are required to undertake after a large shock. In the case of the four countries, the shock emerged as a consequence of an excessive accumulation of imbalances in different parts of the economy: in the public sector in Greece, in the housing and banking sectors in Ireland, external imbalances in Portugal and in the banking sector in Cyprus.

Before going into a detailed case-by-case analysis, we address some issues common to all countries, namely the feasibility of the fiscal adjustment and the role of the fiscal multiplier as well as other factors that can explain why output losses have been so different across countries.

Our detailed analysis shows that the four countries differ enormously, but that some issues are similar. Portugal and Greece share three key features, namely high external debt, an extremely low rate of national savings and low competitiveness. These weaknesses are all interrelated: low savings imply that consumption is relatively high relative to income and that the level of consumption pre-crisis could be sustained only with continuing large inflows of capital (see Alcidi and Gros, 2010). Moreover, relatively high consumption (and at times housing investment) during the pre-crisis period kept domestic demand and employment high. Wage increases therefore outpaced productivity, thus leading to an erosion of competitiveness.

By contrast, Ireland had a much lower debt to start with and higher savings rate, but it was highly exposed to financial markets because its construction boom went hand-in-hand with a huge expansion of financial activity. Housing prices fell significantly and the losses in the banking sector were so large that the government could not absorb them without outside support. This was the key reason for Ireland’s fiscal troubles.

In Cyprus, the crisis had a very specific nature as it was precipitated by the losses that the two largest banks of the country made on their investments in Greek government bonds when the PSI came. These losses crippled the huge banking system of the country, and the government was in no position to absorb them given their size. Cyprus was also less able to withstand this shock because it was coupled with the bursting of a housing and credit bubble, similar to that of Greece (but not as extreme as that of Ireland), that significantly deteriorated private-sector balance sheets.

Most judgments of the adjustment programmes are coloured by comparing the state of the economy today to its state the year the programme started. However, this view fails to take into account the
fact that imbalances were accumulated in the preceding years. The problems of the programme countries today cannot simply be ascribed to the adjustment programmes, but to the combination of the accumulation of imbalances and the adjustment programme.

A somewhat different view of the adjustment programmes can be obtained by simply comparing the state of the economy today (2013 data) with that of 2007. This is instructive because if one compares these two dates, one finds that the fiscal deficit actually fell very little in both Greece and Portugal. Both countries thus had a huge fiscal expansion between 2007 and 2009 (by about 10% of GDP in the case of Greece) which was then followed by cutting the deficit under the adjustment programme. The multiplier should have worked both on the way up and the way down for the deficit. Hence it is difficult to explain why Greek real GDP should be over 20% lower in 2013 than in 2007 when the deficit was cut between these two dates by only a few points of GDP. One can understand the fall in GDP only if one takes into account that between these two dates the role of investment in the economy collapsed, with a negative contribution to GDP of about 12 percentage points. A similar observation can be made for Portugal as well: over the period 2007-13, the contractionary impact of fiscal policy was much smaller than that of investment.

In the case of Ireland, the comparison between 2013 and 2007 indicates that the fiscal deficit has increased between these two dates, suggesting that in conventional terms fiscal policy was expansionary. This remains true disregarding the increase in the deficit driven by the guarantees offered to the banks. This makes it difficult to argue that the large unemployment today is mainly due to the adjustment programme. Likewise, it would not be correct to argue that the recessions in the programme countries were caused by ‘austerity’. The key negative factor behind the collapse of demand was in all cases the slump in investment. One reason why the recession was particularly deep in Greece is that the fall in investment demand in this country was not even partially offset by higher exports.

One could argue that a continuation of large fiscal deficits would have mitigated the recession. Nevertheless, given the continuing weakness of investment, deficits would have had to remain elevated for a long time and the adjustment would in any event have to take place sooner or later with the unavoidable costs in terms of lost output and employment, unless the multipliers had changed in the meantime.

Finally, another general observation is that ex-ante (i.e. in 2010) it appeared that in Greece and Portugal the problem of the sovereigns was potentially insolvency, given the very high external debt of these countries, while in Ireland and Cyprus this seemed to be less the case. Of course, the difference between liquidity and solvency problems is never clear-cut ex ante. The Greek and Portuguese experiences have diverged substantially, mainly because reforms were implemented in the latter and resulted in strong export growth or, alternatively, as Portuguese exporters have been eager and able to stay in the market, although home markets have collapsed. Export growth limited the fall in output and government revenues, contributing greatly to the sustainability of public finances. By contrast, in the case of Greece, exports have stagnated and provided no offset to the required fiscal adjustment, which had to be much larger than that of Portugal because the initial conditions were so much worse.

The remainder of this briefing paper is organised as follows. The next section looks at the feasibility of the fiscal adjustment comparing the macroeconomic conditions in the four countries and emphasising the role of the fiscal multipliers in the process. The last part of this section assesses the fall in the output in a comparative framework, stressing the role played by the different components of demand either in amplifying the effect of the fiscal consolidation or in offsetting it. Sections 3 to 6 focus on the assessment of the adjustment in Greece, Portugal, Ireland and Cyprus, respectively. They look at the formulation of the programmes as well as their implementation with most attention devoted to reforms aiming at improving competitiveness, growth and employment. Section 7
considers this last aspect in the framework of a cross-country approach. The final section provides conclusions.

2. THE FEASIBILITY OF THE MACROECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT

The tough policy measures implemented after 2010 represent an unavoidable response to financial and macroeconomic pressures that mounted in the years before. Therefore, before assessing the macroeconomic adjustment programmes followed by the four countries under analysis, it is crucial to understand why this rebalancing was unavoidable and why it happened. Only in this framework of analysis is it possible to investigate in a critical manner the main elements of a macroeconomic adjustment programme that affects aspects both of aggregate (private and public) demand and aggregate supply (structural reforms).

2.1 Why the macroeconomic adjustment was suddenly needed

Soon after the creation of the EMU, significant amounts of capital, largely intermediated by the banking system, started to flow from the core to periphery: the elimination of the exchange rate risk appeared beneficial for both borrowers and lender and all four countries under analysis benefited from external resources to finance their economies. Despite the fact that these capital flows naturally resulted in large current account imbalances, the academic and political debate did not judge them as risky, but they were seen as part of a well-functioning monetary union and a by-product of the process of convergence towards higher output levels. Figure 1 shows the developments in private and public financial flows, for the four economies: the period from 2004 to 2007 was characterised by a large increase in the flows of private resources into the economies and then the sudden reverse.

As already discussed, until 2007, these imbalances were seen as part of a process of catching-up in the context of the monetary union, considered not only innocuous but also a source of growth for both lenders and borrowers. Indeed, this is consistent with the vision of peripheries as emerging-market economies. According to the general wisdom, a know-how-poor country is expected to be an importer of capital to develop production processes, which implies current account deficits to provide financing to their economic growth (Belke & Dreger, 2013). Greece, Portugal, Ireland and Cyprus were perceived as having a good growth potential in terms of income convergence towards higher standards of living of the oldest members. Moreover, this view appeared to be validated by reality as actual growth rates increased with the capital inflows.

Figure 1. Private and public flows, cumulated (2000-12)
Note: The blue line denotes public flows; the orange line private flows. Private flows are computed following the definition contained in the MIP Commission report. It is calculated in a residual way from financial accounts after subtracting public flows. The latter are given by the sum of changes in the Target2 balance plus the programme finance (for countries under emergency programmes). We neglect the capital account in the definition of private flows. We consider stock financial accounts in 2000.

Sources: Eurostat and national central banks and IMF and European Commission for programme countries.

The eruption of the financial crisis in late 2007 and 2008 changed the perception of the risk as well as the attitude towards the relevance of macroeconomic imbalances within the monetary union. The current account imbalances accumulated in the years before (see Figure 2) no longer appeared as the side effect of a convergence process towards higher output levels, but rather as indicators of excess debt, construction bubbles and resource misallocation, which led to the accumulation of a large external debt (Belke & Schnabl, 2013).

Figure 2. Current account balance as % GDP (1999-2007)

Source: European Commission Services (AMECO), 2013.

The second important consequence of these inflows was that they generated a generalised increase in consumption, as shown in Figure 3, where the vertical axis shows the compounded growth rate in consumption over the period 1999-2007 in the euro area. Although the increase in private
consumption is not a problem per se, what Figure 4 shows is that this increase exhibits a strong positive correlation with a loss in competitiveness as measured (inversely) by the unit labour cost. In other words, the countries that experienced the highest increase in consumption are the same that experienced the highest increase in labour costs and hence the fall in competitiveness.

*Figure 3. Demand and competitiveness*


Although Figure 3 is just a correlation matrix, economic reasoning suggests that the high levels of demand, which have boosted growth, have also contributed to an environment that is favourable to large increases in wages. In this sense, within the EMU the falling competitiveness in the peripheral countries and the growing divergence relative to the core countries were mostly a symptom of a deeper problem related to excessive credit and consumption rather than the problem of a conscious policy to favour high wage increases. Along this line of reasoning, Sanchez & Varoudakis (2014) have recently argued that capital flows were the driving factor causing the deterioration of competitiveness.

Moving in the same direction of the external position, the fiscal position also deteriorates for Greece and Portugal. As Figure 4 shows, they did not manage to reduce their size most likely because of pro-cyclical fiscal policies, leading their government debt to increase in a period in which they were also benefiting from low levels of interest rate. Conversely, Cyprus and Ireland managed to reduce their level of public debt and the latter to bring it at the lowest levels among the countries of the monetary union. Note that Cyprus had to be a good student to enter the euro in 2008.

*Figure 4. Government debt (as % of GDP)*
The path just described towards unsustainable macroeconomic situations, forced the four countries under analysis to implement tough adjustment policies. As previously stated, macroeconomic adjustment involves correcting the distortion and the imbalances in various sectors of the economy; in order to improve the outcome of key macroeconomic variables, more simultaneous policies are needed.

When other countries in the past had undertaken macroeconomic adjustments, the key areas in which they immediately operated changes in existing policies were mainly the monetary field (reduction in the growth rate of broad money, depreciation in the countries’ exchange rate, or a shift from a fixed to a floating exchange rate) and the reduction in the fiscal imbalances. As the first policy area is not in the hands of euro area member states, the primary policy area in which adjustment took place was the government fiscal policy. Table 1 describes the main changes occurring in the last years in the primary fiscal balance (and in its components) in Greece, Ireland and Portugal. It also reports the expected changes initially foreseen in the macro-adjustment programmes, in order to better understand both how the fiscal correction was designed and whether or not the commitments have been observed.

Table 1. Changes in primary balance and in its components multipliers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Fiscal component</th>
<th>Absolute change (€ bn)</th>
<th>% of GDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2009-14)</td>
<td>(2009-14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st plan</td>
<td>Primary deficit</td>
<td>-34.7</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revenue and grants</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary expenditure</td>
<td>-14.2</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd plan</td>
<td>Primary deficit</td>
<td>-33.9</td>
<td>-15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revenue and grants</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary expenditure</td>
<td>-34.6</td>
<td>-11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary deficit</td>
<td>-27.1</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last review</td>
<td>Revenue and grants</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary expenditure</td>
<td>-35.6</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2010-14)</td>
<td>(2010-14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan</td>
<td>Primary deficit</td>
<td>-47.7</td>
<td>-30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revenue and grants</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary expenditure</td>
<td>-36.9</td>
<td>-28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary deficit</td>
<td>-44.5</td>
<td>-28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last review</td>
<td>Revenue and grants</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary expenditure</td>
<td>-39.7</td>
<td>-27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>(2010-14)</td>
<td>(2010-14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary deficit</td>
<td>-15.6</td>
<td>-8.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue and grants</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary expenditure</td>
<td>-10.7</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary deficit</td>
<td>-11.1</td>
<td>-6.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue and grants</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary expenditure</td>
<td>-11.0</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Cyprus is excluded, as the IMF plan only started in 2013.
Sources: IMF and authors’ own calculations.

The table gives a clear picture of the efforts, in terms of reducing fiscal imbalances, undertaken by the three countries in question. Greece has reduced its primary deficit (i.e. without considering the interest expenditure) by 2.4% GDP per annum while Portugal by 2.2%. The case of Ireland is somehow misleading as the year before the start of the adjustment plan was characterised by a large fiscal deficit to bailout the Irish financial sector. In terms of intensity of effort, an adjustment of the primary balance by more than 2% per year can be found in recent European history, only in the cases Denmark (2.5% per year in the period 1982-86) and Greece (2.2% per year in the period 1989-94).

Moreover, the table shows how the first Greek plan (2010 was initially designed to achieve a primary surplus in 2014 thanks to measures, composed of around 60% from higher tax revenues and 40% from expenditures cuts. However, the large fall in revenues that occurred in the last years had forced Greece to compensate by cuts in expenditure that were more substantial than expected. This was already clear at the time of the preparation of the second plan, which has been designed accordingly. In the case of Ireland, in contrast, the foreseen expenditures cuts were larger, especially because the reference year for the programme was 2010 (see above). However, also in this case the subsequent increase in revenues was lower than expected, forcing larger cuts in absolute terms. Finally, the third plan designed by the Troika, i.e. for Portugal, was initially designed with more emphasis on expenditure cuts, compared to those designed for Greece. But also in this case the fall in revenues has forced larger cuts, even if this change has been relatively lower than in Greece (resulting in more gradual fiscal adjustment).

2.2 Multipliers and the impact of the fiscal adjustment

One key issue for all programmes was the impact that a large fiscal adjustment just described would have on output. As is well known, any fiscal consolidation has a negative impact on demand via the so-called ‘Keynesian multiplier’: when public spending goes down, GDP and therefore income fall and so does consumption, which in turn induces another drop in GDP. The drop in GDP then also affects tax revenues, which implies that a reduction in expenditure by one euro could potentially lead to a fall in demand by more than one euro and a fall in tax revenues.

How large are these effects? Modern macroeconomic models assign only a small role to the multiplier because they usually assume that consumption is driven mainly by expectations about future income and not just current income. Most of the models used by the European Commission, the ECB and the IMF thus gave estimates of the multiplier below unity (implying that a reduction in

5 See Alcidi & Gros (2010) for an analysis of past European experiences with large fiscal adjustments.
the deficit equivalent to 1% of GDP should lead to a fall in demand of less than 1%). However, the academic literature suggests that the size of the multiplier can vary considerably depending on whether the fiscal adjustment is conducted via expenditure cuts or tax increases with different expenditure and tax categories yielding quite different multipliers. Another factor of uncertainty in these models relates to whether the adjustment is temporary or permanent. At the time of the first Greek programme, the conventional wisdom was that on average the fiscal multipliers should be low, but with a high degree of uncertainty depending on the nature of the fiscal adjustment, neither negative values nor values larger than one could be excluded a priori.

In 2009-10, another element of uncertainty was related to the role of a binding budget constraint on households’ spending decisions. The assumption that forward-looking households would not adjust their consumption on the basis of today’s income, but would base their decision on their expected future income was more difficult to maintain given that in some countries a credit crunch was substantially limiting access to credit. It was thus clear that the ‘pure’ Keynesian effect of current output and income affecting current consumption should have become stronger (see, for example, Gros, 2008).

A useful benchmark for the likely fall in output in response to a fiscal adjustment can be calculated assuming a Keynesian model in the simplest form where current income drives (current) consumption and imports and where exports are exogenous (because determined by foreign demand and the real exchange rate does not vary in the short run).

Table 2. Simple Keynesian multipliers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Keynesian multiplier: 1/(1-c+m)=1/(s+m)</th>
<th>Marginal propensity to import (m)</th>
<th>Marginal propensity to consume (c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The marginal savings rate, s, is computed as the ratio of the increment in private savings relative to the increment in GDP over the period 2002-07; similarly the marginal propensity to import, m, is computed as the ratio of the increment in imports relative to the increment in GDP over the same period.
Sources: European Commission Services (AMECO database) and authors’ own calculations.

In this simplest model, the size of the Keynesian multiplier, and hence the final effect of fiscal consolidation on output is influenced by two factors: the (marginal) propensity to save and the degree of openness to trade. The multiplier is large when the savings rate is low and/or when the degree of trade openness is low. A low degree of trade openness also means that exports cannot provide a strong offset to low domestic demand – adding to the political difficulties of maintaining a tight fiscal stance. As shown in Table 3, openness varies a lot across countries.

Table 3. Degree of openness in the programme countries in 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Exports % GDP</th>
<th>Imports % GDP</th>
<th>Openness indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What was known already in 2009-10 was that the structure of the Greek economy made it likely that the multiplier would be high. The savings rate was low and it was a relatively closed economy. Hence the problem of Greece could be summarized as “the need for a very large fiscal adjustment without a safety valve” (Gros & Alcidi, 2010). Portugal displayed similar features but in an attenuated form, with debt at a lower level and a higher degree of openness. By contrast, Ireland, being a very open economy with a high level of savings, had the potential for achieving fiscal consolidation at a lower cost in terms of GDP contraction.

Given the large adjustment need and the likely large multiplier, Greece was deemed to face a large slump in GDP, of the order of 20%, even assuming a trend growth rate of 3% per annum, and 3-year adjustment period.\(^6\)

Generally speaking, simplistic multipliers like the ones shown in Table 1 tend to exaggerate the severity of the recession that would follow the fiscal adjustment, but they deliver the unambiguous message that the assumption that GDP growth can remain positive over large fiscal adjustment periods is unrealistic. A corollary of this view is that the potentially large negative impact on output driven by the fiscal correction might well be politically very difficult or even unfeasible in some of the countries.\(^7\)

Overall, we conclude that it was clear even at the time the Greek programme was designed that the fall in output in response to the fiscal adjustment required would be very large.

2.2.1 The ‘fiscal multipliers’ debate

The approach of the Troika is in principle the same as all IMF programmes: financing is provided against promises of fiscal adjustment, usually in the form of expenditure cuts, expenditure switching, which in this case had to be achieved through internal devaluation, and, subordinately, also tax increases.

There has been some debate about the importance of expansionary effects of budget consolidation, i.e. the expansionary or non-Keynesian effects of fiscal consolidations.

Many empirical studies have found support for the notion that a fiscal adjustment, if credibly implemented, can positively affect demand through confidence and wealth effects and offset the usual growth reductions following an increase in taxes and a decrease in government expenditure. This, in turn, improves long-term refinancing conditions, the return (crowding-in) of private investment and, thus, the prospect that the programme countries will return to the capital markets (Belke, 2013a, 2013b). The case of Greece is of course problematic because the fiscal adjustment appeared for a long time not to be credible.

The above-mentioned positive growth effects resulting in the long run from austerity measures depend on the size and the persistence of the fiscal adjustment. Such non-Keynesian effects emerge if the initial budget deficit is large or if the debt-to-GDP ratio is very high. But at the same time, we stressed further above the importance of swift real exchange-rate depreciations for those economies, such as Greece, that are caught up in a situation with large fiscal deficits, low-output growth and an appreciated real exchange rate (allusions are frequently made to Sweden in the 1990s). This implies by definition that either a country may have to leave the euro area in order to be able to devalue its

---

\(^6\) See Alcidi & Gros (2010) for more detailed calculations and description on Keynesian multipliers.

\(^7\) See Alcidi & Gros (2010) on the past European experience with large fiscal adjustments.
own currency or, if it prefers to stay in the common currency area, country-specific shocks must have a release valve elsewhere and, thus, prices and/or wages have to fall to a sufficient extent. This mirrors the often-cited balance-of-payments restriction that is valid also for Portugal (Belke, 2013a, 2013b).

If these real devaluations of the home currency do not take place to a sufficient extent, tax increases and public expenditure cuts are truly bound to reduce aggregate demand and output. In that case, tax revenue will fall and fiscal consolidation will be slow. In this case, one would be justified in arguing that austerity policies cause low growth.

New econometric results from the IMF suggesting that the multipliers were much higher have received enormous attention. However, not all of the literature on this subject points towards higher fiscal multipliers than employed by the Troika. The results obtained by the ECB and the European Commission are a priori by no means less persuasive than those delivered by the IMF. Best academic practice requires that the choice of the adequate model should not be based on ideological priors of the contracting authority (‘Keynesian’ versus ‘non-Keynesian’, socialist versus conservative, etc.) but, instead, on the much more neutral use of widely accepted empirical model selection criteria (see, for instance, Pesaran & Pesaran, 1997).

We acknowledge that large debts discourage capital accumulation and, thus, also reduce growth. This occurs through higher long-term interest rates, higher future distortionary taxation, higher (expected) inflation, greater uncertainty and macroeconomic volatility, thus fuelling accumulation of other macroeconomic (such as current account) imbalances. Higher interest expenditure implies higher taxes or constraints on other government spending items promoting higher growth. If growth is indeed reduced, fiscal sustainability issues are likely to be exacerbated, with further adverse consequences. Note that the link between growth and debt turns out to be rather weak at ‘normal’ debt levels, but seems to be highly valid for countries with larger public debt. Finally, the consolidation of public debt in financially distressed countries is by all means necessary to give the European Central Bank its credibility back, which it needs to ensure the effectiveness of its announced OMTs and to avoid any impression that there is monetary financing of public debt by the money printing press (Belke, 2013a, 2013b).

Another weak point in the Troika’s debt sustainability analysis is the at least implicit assumption of multiple equilibria. In leaked Troika reports, the results of the debt sustainability analysis were often not included and inserted only at the latest possible moment. The intention obviously was to avoid negative growth impacts of a too early published and too rigorous analysis. Moreover, the impression emerged in the cases of Greece and Portugal that the Troika followed a well-founded theory of multiple equilibria: “if a positive debt sustainability analysis is delivered, there will be more growth and the positive assessment of debt sustainability becomes self-sustained”. For instance, they did not take into account that such a solution might not be consistent over time, because there are national elections in the euro-area member states whose results in some cases might cast doubt on the validity of the contractual basis of the measures (Belke, 2013a, 2013b).

2.2.2 Concluding considerations on multipliers

There is even today great uncertainty about the size of the fiscal multipliers in the programme countries. Recent IMF research arguing that the multipliers were large has received more attention than other results which do not come to this conclusion. We find that, however, in 2010 there were reasons to believe that the multiplier should be very large in the case of Greece, of medium size in the case of Portugal, but low in the case of Ireland.

---

In the case of Greece the multiplier might thus have been under-estimated. One implication of it was that the degree to which expenditure cuts would translate in an improvement of the deficit was over-estimated. With a large multiplier any reduction in government spending would lead an important loss of revenues due the fall income (Gros & Alcidi, 2011). This implied that a given reduction in government expenditure would result in a much smaller reduction of the deficit because of lower tax revenues.

One aspect that has only rarely been discussed is the fact that if one takes a longer perspective, fiscal policy has not been so restrictive in the programme countries. For example, for Greece the (primary) balance is in 2013 only a little better than in 2005. Total government expenditure actually increased if one compares 2001 to 2005 as shown below.

The puzzle, which is seldom addressed, is that a priori one should expect that, if the multipliers were really large, that the previous fiscal expansion should have created an outsized boom and that the subsequent fiscal adjustment should have only led to a renormalisation. There are only two logically consistent explanations for the fact that output in the programme countries is so much below potential, although the fiscal adjustment has been quite limited if one compares 2013 to some years before the crisis (e.g. 2005). First, the multipliers are of a radically different size during different phases of the cycles, booms and busts. Second, other components of demand than public consumption and public investment had collapsed in the meantime.9

The literature suggests that indeed multipliers tend to be larger during booms than during busts.10 Yet the difference could not explain the large output gap for Greece that developed between 2005 and 2011, following a small net change in the fiscal stance. For Greece and Ireland, the second effect seems to have been key: fiscal policy had been ‘expansionary’ just before the countries went into the programme to offset the impact of a collapse in investment. For Ireland the collapse of the housing boom is well known. It is less widely appreciated that an important fall in investment had also taken place in Greece where investment fell from 30 to 20% of GDP up to 2009-10. The huge expansion in the government deficit until 2009 can be seen as an attempt to offset this investment collapse with that greater public. This would explain why the observed multiplier during the years before 2010 appeared much lower: the expansion of government expenditure was mostly offset by lower investment expenditure. Once the fiscal adjustment started, the two effects, namely lower investment expenditure and lower government expenditure, reinforced each other. The impact of this ‘double whammy’ on output is documented further below.

Finally, one must take into account that a high multiplier applies to all components of demand, and not only to government expenditure. The multiplier should then also be high for exports. This implies that one key element of the programmes was the expected performance of exports. In the case of Greece, exports disappointed, whereas in Ireland and Portugal, they grew as much as expected in the programme, providing an important offset to the fiscal adjustment.

2.3 Comparing falls in output

A high Keynesian multiplier does not only imply that a fiscal contraction will lead to a large fall in output. It also implies that the impact of all changes in exogenous demand components will be magnified.

---

9 In principle, these considerations should apply to symmetric increases and then declines in the primary balance. Since debt is accumulated during the fiscal expansion, the consolidation has to be stronger because of the need to offset higher interest payments on the debt accumulated in the meantime through either higher taxes or reduced expenditure. However, in the case of Greece, interest payments did not materialize owing to the official financing, thereby providing the considerable relief to the country.

10 See for instance Auerbach & Gorodnichenko (2010) and Barrell et al. (2012).
It follows in particular that, even in an economy characterised by a high multiplier (like Greece), a fiscal contraction does not have to have a large impact on output if it is offset by an increase in other components of demand, such as exports or investment. The extraordinary size of the output drop in Greece seems to be due to a significant extent to the fact that exports did not provide an offset and that investment contracted even more than one would have expected normally, thus adding to the drag on demand coming from the fiscal consolidation.

For any economy that starts with a large current account deficit (like Greece or Portugal, but much less Ireland), export growth is the key to long-term growth. But experience has shown that export growth can provide an important offset to a large fiscal adjustment even in the short run.

2.3.1 Investment

Another important element of demand is investment. Investment demand is notoriously difficult to explain and forecast. Major changes in investment demand are often attributed to ‘confidence’ effects. But confidence cannot be measured objectively and the impact of ‘soft’ variables, such as confidence or political stability is always difficult to pin down.

Figure 5. Gross fixed capital formation, total economy (€ bn)

Source: European Commission Services (AMECO), 2013.

Figure 5 represents the time path of (total) gross fixed capital formation since 2000 and shows that three programme countries, namely Greece, Ireland and Cyprus, but not Portugal, have been experiencing an over-investment cycle and this fact has hitherto been too little recognised. Figure 6 shows only investment in construction, which clearly was the main driver for the longer-term cycle in both Ireland and Greece.

Figure 6 shows the component of investment most subject to the boom/bust cycle, namely investment in construction. Here, the more short-term developments during the programme period were quite different: in Ireland, construction investment had already bottomed out when the programme started, while it continued to fall in both Portugal and Greece after the start of their programmes. In both countries, the fall between 2011 and 2013 amounted to about €7-8 billion (for Portugal almost exactly equal to the increase in exports). However, investment had already fallen in Greece in 2010 by another €9 billion.
2.3.2 Exports

Another component of demand that helps explain the different output performance across countries is exports.

It is clear that within the euro area there is no scope for increasing exports via devaluation, and an ‘internal’ devaluation via lower domestic prices and wages takes time. However, even within this constraint, there are important differences among the programme countries, especially the two with the weakest starting point in terms of the external position. Both Portugal and Greece had run current account deficits in excess of 10% of GDP for some years and had run up a negative external position of close to 100% of GDP. However, the dynamics of exports, which had been similar before the crisis, started to diverge around the time the programmes were put into place.

In Greece what is particularly puzzling is the time path of services exports, which have yet to recover to the 2008 level. By contrast, in the case of Portugal, exports were more important from the outset (amounting to about 30% of GDP). This implies that a growth rate of exports of 6% p.a. could contribute an impulse of about 1.8% to growth, cumulated over 3-5 years, which makes a difference of 5.4 to 9% in the level of GDP.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of exports of goods and services for these two countries since the start of EMU. Between 2000 and 2008, both countries managed a similar substantial increase in exports (up 50% in eight years, despite the fact that they had lost competitiveness11). Both countries also experienced a similar drop during the global trade crisis of 2009. However, from there onwards divergence set in.

---

11 This increase was actually similar in percentage terms as that of Germany, as noticed by Gros & Alcidi (2010c). The fact that exports had been growing despite the large increase in relative prices and wage costs casts doubt on the argument that the main problem of these countries was competitiveness.
Figure 7. Exports of goods and services, excluding oil (€ bn)

Portuguese exports recovered quickly and were in 2013 about €10 billion, or about 6% of GDP, higher than the first programme year, 2011. This provided an important offset to the fiscal contraction that was going on at the same time. Greek exports, by contrast, recovered only partially from the 2009 drop and have been stagnant until 2013.

The Commission’s forecast up to 2015 suggests that by that time the exports of Portugal will be over €20 billion larger than those of Greece. This implies that if Greece had had the same export growth as Portugal (in % terms), it would by that time have higher exports equivalent to over 10% of GDP. If one accepts the hypothesis of a large multiplier, its GDP would then be more than 10% higher than otherwise. Moreover, since GDP growth translates into higher revenues, its budget surplus would also be considerably larger, probably (again ceteris paribus) by over 5% of GDP given the usual relationship between growth and revenues.

Export growth rates of the magnitude achieved by Portugal could thus have also transformed the outlook for fiscal policy, contributing decisively to the sustainability of the public debt.

As discussed in more detail in the section on Greece. The first Greek programme was based, inter alia, on the assumption that there would be substantial export growth. The fact that this growth did not materialise was thus one key element in the unexpected large drop in output (and the increasing doubts about the sustainability of its public debt).

2.4 Concluding remarks on the macroeconomic adjustment

As mentioned above, it matters considerably whether one looks at the macroeconomic adjustment only after the programme started or whether one takes a longer view, which encompasses the boom years preceding the crisis. Table 4 provides a summary of the contribution of the major components of demand which, in a Keynesian framework, are usually considered (completely or at least partially) ‘exogenous’, namely investments (possibly a part of it does not depend on the interest rate) and exports (and imports). The change in the government deficit is also provided.

Table 4. Changes in exogenous demand components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Fiscal balance</th>
<th>Real GDP</th>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Exports</th>
<th>Imports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>-7.36</td>
<td>-6.99</td>
<td>-12.2</td>
<td>15.81</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: European Commission Services (AMECO), 2013.
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Table 1: Fiscal balance and GDP growth 2007-2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Fiscal balance</th>
<th>Real GDP</th>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Exports</th>
<th>Imports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>2.66**</td>
<td>-23.29</td>
<td>-11.91</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
<td>13.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>-2.70</td>
<td>-7.09</td>
<td>-8.07</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>-11.78</td>
<td>-7.88</td>
<td>-8.11</td>
<td>-2.34</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B: Change 2010-2013

*We consider the change over the period 2011-13 in order to eliminate the impact on the budget balance of the guarantee offered to the banking sector.

**The Greek fiscal balance in 2013 is taken from the Troika’s programme review the data of Ameco database, which includes the cost of banks’ recapitalisation.

Source: Own calculations based on European Commission Services (AMECO), 2013.

Comparing the first column of panel A to panel B shows immediately that Ireland, Portugal and Cyprus actually had an “expansionary” fiscal policy over the entire period (2007-13) and the reduction in the deficit for Greece was minor (below 3% of GDP). These changes in the fiscal balance are difficult to reconcile with the view that ‘austerity’ caused the very large fall in GDP. Multipliers would have been unrealistically high (above 8 in the case of Greece) to justify a fall in GDP of close to 20%, when the deficit fell by less than 3% of GDP.

However, if one looks only at the period since the start of the programme there has been considerable ‘austerity’ in the sense that deficits have been reduced in all the three ‘early’ programme countries with an improvement of about 8% of GDP in the case of Greece. It is only for this latter period that one could argue that austerity, coupled with a reasonable multiplier could be held responsible for the large fall in output.

If one looks at structural deficits, a different picture emerges. As shown in Figure 8 the situation was very different before the crisis: Ireland was running a small surplus, Portugal a deficit of around 4% of GDP and Greece was clearly in the worst position with a structural deficit of over 7% of GDP already during the boom years and an extraordinary structural deficit of over 14% of GDP on the eve of its programme. Figure 8 also confirms that the first year of the programme only saw a correction of the extraordinary expansion of 2009, but also that in the subsequent years the fiscal impulse must have been strongly negative, with austerity policies taking place, given that the structural balance improved by a full 8 percentage points of GDP. If one accepts the assumptions underlying the structural balances (i.e. that the output gap in Greece for 2013 was around 10%), one would come to the conclusion that public finances in Greece are now in a stronger position than in Portugal or Ireland.

For Portugal the structural balance data shows essentially no difference between 2007 and 2013, which confirms the sense of the question: Why should one hold austerity responsible for the deep fall in output?

12 For Greece interest payments were about the same proportion of GDP in 2013 as before. It would thus not make a difference whether one considers the primary or the overall balance. For Portugal and Ireland, part of the deterioration in the overall balance since 2007 is due to higher interest payments.
recession when the fiscal impulse (as measured by the structural balance) was essentially zero if one takes a longer view? On the basis of structural balances, one would conclude that Ireland is in the weakest position today and that between 2007 and today, the fiscal impulse has actually been positive. The primary driver of the recession in Ireland was the huge decline in housing construction, not austerity.

Figure 8. Structural balances

![Figure 8: Structural balances](image)

Sources: European Commission Services (AMECO), 2013.

By 2010, all three programme countries had converged at a structural balance deficit of around 9% of GDP, which implies that Ireland had seen the strongest deterioration with Greece in the particular situation of having experienced in 2010 a sharp fiscal adjustment which made up for an equally sharp temporary deterioration during 2009 (an outlier).

From 2010 onwards, however, Greece is the country with the strongest reduction in the structural deficit of cumulatively about 10% of GDP, compared to about half that much for Portugal and only about 2% of GDP for Ireland.

The result is that by 2013, Greece seems to have the strongest fiscal position of the three programme countries. In structural terms, its budget is actually in slight surplus. In principle this should mean that as the economy recovers, the situation should automatically improve. By contrast, a considerable further fiscal adjustment seems to be necessary in Ireland and Portugal.

One has to keep in mind, however, that these structural deficits represent only estimates, which are based on two elements that are imperfectly known: the size of the output gap and the relationship between the output gap and the deficit. The Commission publishes several different estimates of the fiscal deficit adjusted for the cycle or output gap. There are two ‘cyclically adjusted’ measures, one adjusted for the trend in output and the other adjusted for potential output. These two measures differ considerably at times and are in turn different from the ‘structural’ deficit shown here. For example, for 2012, the three measures – structural, adjusted for trend output and potential output – for Greece are: -1, -5.6 and -3.2. The broad trend, however, namely that Greece implemented the strongest fiscal contraction since 2010, remains valid for all three measures.

---

13 The data for 2013 for the headline and cyclically adjusted deficits for Greece appear to contain a clerical error and could thus not be used. If one uses the 2014 forecast, Greece seems to fulfil the requirement of the Fiscal Compact, which is in terms of the cyclically adjusted deficit.
3. GREECE

We start with a brief exposition of the events that led to the Greek crisis and finally to the first Greek programme and the programme strategy and implementation itself.

The build-up of imbalances was caused by a couple of intertwined factors. First of all, the euro accession led to an economic boom in Greece. What is more, fiscal policy was pro-cyclical and the current account deficit deteriorated considerably, especially when a construction boom developed. Finally, in 2009-10 it became clear that the reported Greek deficit and debt statistics had been wrong. The Greek crisis was then finally triggered by the facts that Greece’s government-led growth model was threatened by the global financial crisis and that data revisions unsettled the markets. As far as the crisis response is concerned, the authorities initially sought a European solution. In this context, Greece agreed to a fiscal consolidation plan with the European Commission. Markets, however, doubted whether these steps would be adequate. Against this backdrop, a request for an IMF programme was made and the process of building a firewall began.

A key background condition to these developments was the fact that the ECB kept lending to the Greek banking system and thus provided, de facto, much quicker support than that later forthcoming from EU partner countries and the Troika.

From the IMF perspective, the first Stand-By Arrangement (SBA) to support the Greek programme was exceptional: the access was the largest in IMF history. It was the first-ever programme with a member of the euro area. The Troika set-up was novel. Public debt would remain exceptionally high during the programme period. And the programme required the Fund’s rules for exceptional access to be modified.

3.1 The Greek tragedy: The unsustainability of public finances

Up to 2008 the Greek economy grew strongly on the back of a consumption and investment boom which was financed by increasing government deficits (which had partially been hidden through accounting tricks). The booms led to an increase in wages and prices (and thus nominal GDP) which made the debt/GDP ratios look good although the underlying fundamentals had deteriorated.

Greece experienced a smaller fall in GDP during the 2008-09 recession, while euro area GDP fell by over 4% (see Figure 9). The main reason for this was an extraordinary jump in government spending of about 5% of GDP, which led to a jump in the deficit by about 5 points of GDP, from 10% in 2008 to 15% of GDP in 2009. This development vastly increased the adjustment need for fiscal policy and conveyed the impression that the subsequent fall in GDP was only due to the Troika programme.
A substantial part of the adjustment need in fiscal policy was thus created by the splurge that took place just before the 2009 elections, and part of the subsequent fall in GDP was the counterpart to the somewhat smaller recession that Greece had experienced during 2009 thanks to that splurge. Hence, any assessment of adequacy of the Greek fiscal policy stance must be based on a horizontal view of fiscal policy, i.e. of a comparison of today with 2005 or 2007 and not only 2009.

In the IMF’s judgement: Lower spending made up for around 50 percent of the adjustment in the primary deficit. As a result of the expenditure measures undertaken during the SBA-supported programme, primary expenditure declined by 4 percentage points of GDP in 2009–11, but still exceeded the 2005 level by about the same amount.

3.1.1 Debt and financing outcomes

The first Greek programme was not successful. The reason was not so much the overrun of the fiscal deficit, but mainly the much larger-than-expected fall in GDP combined with substantial data revisions to the debt/GDP ratio. Instead of the 115% of GDP for end 2009 assumed at the beginning of the very first programme, public debt turned out to be around 130% of GDP, which is already above the benchmark level considered acceptable. These revisions had a strong impact on market
sentiment, driving spreads higher and thus making the fiscal adjustment more difficult and deepening the fall in GDP.

GDP in the end (2013) was almost 20% lower than originally planned for. In pure mechanical terms this implied already a much higher debt/GDP ratio. The debt level foreseen for 2012 (in the first programme) would have amounted to close to 150% of GDP at the level of nominal GDP also foreseen by the first programme. But with a GDP about 20% lower than foreseen, the same debt level would have meant a debt/GDP ratio of 180%.

The much larger fall in output was also the root cause of many of the difficulties that arose in adhering to the planned reduction in the (nominal) deficit. Part of the continuing problems that arose in programme implementation was of course due to the fact that many of the fiscal measures that were formally adopted by the Greek parliament were not fully implemented. However, another important part of the constant threat of missing the fiscal targets was due to the unanticipated fall in output (and hence revenues).

In the end, however, the fiscal targets were mostly achieved. There is strong evidence that the primary balance was reached in 2013 and that the overall deficit corresponds closely to what was planned in the first ‘Troika’ programme. The 2013 cash primary balance for Greece has been already published and indicates a significant surplus, although it should be kept in mind that official data by Eurostat will only be released in April 2014.

Part of the improvement in the deficit is due to the low interest rates on the official debt, which now constitutes the bulk of Greek public debt. Interest payments amount to a lower percentage of GDP in Greece (4.1% projected to rise to above 5% of GDP) as in Italy (currently 5.4% of GDP) although the Greek debt/GDP ratio is much higher. Moreover, much of Greek public debt is now very long term. This implies that the fact that the Greek debt-to-GDP ratio is at 175% of GDP, much higher than all other euro-area countries does not imply immediately that it is not sustainable.

The large fall in GDP could have been at least partially anticipated, as argued above, since it was known ex ante that the multiplier would be high for a relatively low-saving and closed economy. Part of the forecast error, however, was also due to the fact that (again as documented above) investment crashed and exports failed to increase as planned.

A vicious cycle thus developed whereby the fall in GDP fuelled political uncertainty and doubts in financial markets, which in turn had a negative impact on investment. This reduced GDP even further.

The PSI of March 2012 provided some debt relief. However, as emphasised in Gros (2013) only the debt held by foreign (private) institutions could be cut. The Greek banks and other financial institutions had to be compensated for their losses on Greek Government Bonds (GGBs) because otherwise the banking system would have collapsed. The impact of the PSI exercise on gross debt was further diminished by the fact that the Greek government had to take up loans to guarantee part of its repayment obligations.

Figure 11 shows the various forecasts for the public debt/GDP ratio from the first programme to the last review of the second programme. It is apparent that the debt ratio was continuously underestimated and that the PSI of 2012 provided only a temporary relief.

---

14 It should be noted that AMECO data for the Greek deficit in 2013 differ dramatically from the Troika’s data included in the programme, 13.1% of GDP and 4.3% respectively. This is mainly due to the fact that Troika’s review does not include the banks’ recapitalisation, which is equivalent to 10.7% of GDP.
3.1.2 The theoretical and practical issues in designing the programme

The key assumptions of the first programme were that the multiplier was low (i.e. around 1) and that increased exports would compensate for a substantial part of the negative impact of the fiscal adjustment. If Greece had achieved a growth rate in exports of 6% p.a., in line with the actual growth rate during the early 2000s (and the same as Portugal achieved in the context of its programme), they could have offset almost one-half of the negative impact on demand coming from the fiscal adjustment. The fall in the ‘exogenous’ elements of demand (the sum of public and foreign) was thus about twice as large as initially assumed. Given that the multiplier was maybe about twice as large as expected, one can see why the fall in output was over four times as large as initially predicted.

Exports were expected to grow by about 6% per annum (the rate achieved by Portugal), but were in fact almost stagnant. Given that exports amounted (at the start) to about 20% of GDP, this implies a cumulative shortfall of (exogenous) demand of about 4.8% of GDP over the four-year period 2010-13.\(^{15}\) Compared to the fiscal adjustment needed of over 10% of GDP, this is not negligible. When considering longer periods of time, export growth assumes of course a much larger importance. On top of the disappointment over exports came the continuing fall in investment.

That exports could provide only a partial offset to the fiscal contraction was clear from the beginning since the ratio of exports to GDP was so low (Greece was characterised as the rare case of a ‘small closed economy’ by Gros, 2010). But over longer periods exports can provide a key offset to the negative impact of austerity.

Another key assumption was that structural reforms would increase rapidly the flexibility of the economy (thus allowing resources to shift to the export sector) and that investment would not collapse. Both of these assumptions proved wrong, however. As shown above, investment virtually collapsed. Whether this was due to the political uncertainties and the PSI or just a natural reaction to the deep recession cannot be disentangled ex post.

\(^{15}\) Resulting from the simple mathematical calculation: \(4 \times 0.06 \times 0.2 = 4.8\%\).
Hence, the standard multiplier (impact of the deficit on domestic demand) remains one key element in the case of Greece. However, one has to take into account that a large multiplier also applies to other elements of demand, such as investment and exports (see above).

The export shortfall was difficult to anticipate and partially also the fall in investment. It remains to be seen what part of the very large fall in domestic demand was induced by fiscal tightening and what part was due to the ‘freezing’ of the banking system and the negative ‘confidence’ effects coming from the PSI (and the political uncertainty and the public talk about ‘Grexit’).

By the time the first programme for Greece was drawn up, the full extent of the fiscal problem was not totally known, but the subsequent ‘revisions’ were not the only reason why the programme derailed. The budget deficit in 2009, assumed to have been 13.6, was later revised to 15.6; debt as percentage of GDP, assumed to be 115, was later revised to 130. The latter was probably more important.

3.2 Transforming Greece in a competitive economy

Members of the Troika have been very critical of the pace of structural reforms. This is a judgement that is difficult to assess objectively since structural reforms consist of many small and large changes in laws and regulations that cannot easily aggregated into one number like the deficit or the debt.

As discussed later in section 7, there are some indicators (notably from the OECD) that suggest that the crisis did spur the reform process, at least in the sense that laws and regulations were changed in the direction demanded by the programme. However, the survey-based indicators available from different sources show a (albeit small) deterioration, rather than an improvement. Product and labour-market reforms can have positive effects on growth, employment and productivity in the long run. In the short run, however, the impact of the reforms can be small or even negative because of adjustment costs. This is especially true in case of job protection and unemployment benefits reforms undertaken in severely depressed economies. (Alcidi and Gros, 2013).

It is difficult therefore to detect objective signs of structural reforms already at this stage. The one short-term result that one should have expected was lower price rigidities. But this does not seem to be the case. Delays in implementing service-sector reforms contributed to price rigidities. Despite reform attempts, professions like pharmacology and law, as well as the transport and energy sectors, remained closed to new entrants. Continuing protection caused prices of non-tradeables to remain elevated relative to the prices of tradeables until the end of 2012. In addition, the prices of tradeables compared with those of a majority of Greece’s trading partners continued to increase at or above a comparable pace through the end of 2011. Only in 2012 did the relative prices begin to fall compared with Greece’s trading partners.

The needed reallocation of resources into exports has not been adequately supported by relative price changes. This provides at least a partial explanation of the disappointing performance of Greek exports mentioned above.

These (ex-post) developments made it extremely difficult for the empirical achievements of Greek exports to meet the Troika expectations and to provide an offset to the massive fiscal tightening – in contrast, for instance, to Portugal with its higher degree of openness and lower debt level. Finally, there were governance issues involved. The capacity of countries to implement an adjustment programme depends in large part of the efficiency of the ‘machine’, i.e. the absence of corruption,

---


17 Among others, see e.g. Bouis and Duval (2011) who provide an illustrative assessment of the impacts on potential GDP over a 5 to 10-year horizon of structural reform scenarios in the areas of product and labour markets.
etc. (Pisani-Ferry, Sapir and Wolff, 2013). This is why relatively clean countries like Ireland and Spain (and now Cyprus) have been fairly successful. In countries with low levels of government efficiency, reforms may be passed by parliaments but are not really implemented on the ground. This means that in countries with low levels of government effectiveness the ‘reforms’ that have been ‘adopted’ produce more social inequality and less increase in productivity. The result is that reforms become quickly very contentious in countries like Greece.

3.3 The feasibility of the adjustment programme

The Greek programme followed in most aspects the standard IMF approach. The IMF has applied its approach (fiscal adjustment plus structural reforms) in hundreds of cases, mostly with success. There had been another case just before Greece needed support, namely Latvia, which maintained a tight peg to the euro and thus was also forced to adjust without any devaluation. At the time there seemed to be little reason to doubt the standard IMF approach.

What made Greece unique was mainly the size of the required fiscal adjustment, the size of the existing debt and the size of the financial support (relative to GDP) required (which in turn was due to the outsized deficits and debt).

Most discussions about the Greek programme have centred around two issues: the speed of the fiscal adjustment and the timing of the debt reduction. The two are related. A materially slower adjustment would have required either even more support or a much earlier debt reduction exercise. The former seemed politically difficult to justify in major creditor countries, and the latter was opposed (at least until late 2011) by most EU policy-makers.

Given the very difficult starting position in terms of debt and these (political) constraints, the programme had to make unrealistic assumptions to be justifiable in terms of debt sustainability and other parameters, like the SGP.

Many academic observers argued from the outset for a ‘hair cut’ and questioned the feasibility of the fiscal adjustment. From the official point of view the adjustment appeared large, but doable given the precedents even in Greece. However, it was a programme of the type that did work in Latvia, but could not work in the case of a much more closed and less flexible economy with a much higher public debt. The latter could only have been addressed through an earlier and larger haircut. The structural deficiencies were always more difficult to address, but their extent was not known from the outset. These structural deficiencies were probably the root cause of the poor export performance, which contributed substantially to the recession.

4. PORTUGAL

The Portuguese economy had suffered from low output and productivity growth for a number of years even long before the programme. This had led to huge external and fiscal deficits as consumption remained above income. Persistent deficits led over time to high debt levels, which in turn drove up Portugal’s refinancing costs in capital markets to levels deemed unsustainable.

On 7 April 2011, Portugal requested financial assistance, and a 3-year Economic Adjustment Programme for the period 2011 to mid-2014 was negotiated in May 2011 between the Portuguese authorities and officials from the European Commission, the ECB and the IMF as a joint financing

---

18 Episodes of comparable large fiscal adjustments include Greece, where in at least two instances (in 1978 and 1990) the annual contraction in the primary deficit amounted to over 7% of GDP (see Tsibouris et al., 2006). However, the required adjustment under the Troika programme had to operate without the safety valve of devaluation and in a very weak global growth environment.
package. It contains reforms to promote growth and jobs, fiscal measures to reduce the public debt and deficit, and measures to ensure the stability of the country’s financial sector.

In general, the Portuguese government demonstrated a strong willingness to put in place the measures envisaged in the Economic Adjustment Programme. So, the expected end of the programme for Portugal has been officially welcomed by the Troika.

4.1 Ensuring public finances and financial sector sustainability

In a nutshell, the main problems that needed to be addressed by the Portuguese programme were unsustainable public finances and internal and external debt accumulation by Portuguese households and firms.

*Figure 12. Persistent government deficits and increasing public debt (% of GDP)*

In Portugal, the excess spending was not financed only or even mainly by the government, but by banks (and partly at least by branches and subsidiaries of Spanish banks in Portugal). And it became clear that the losses that Portuguese banks are likely to experience when their customers (both
households and firms) cannot service their debt as the economy spirals downwards would in all likelihood become public debt – just as happened in Ireland and Spain (see Gros, 2011a).

The main assumptions of the programme seem to have been appropriate to the situation just described. The contractionary effects of the fiscal adjustment were certainly large, at least in the short run. But, as expected, they could be compensated to a very significant extent by export growth. In the case of Portugal, exports amounted to about 30% of GDP at the start (more now). This implies that a growth rate of exports of 6% p.a. could contribute an impulse of about 1.8% to growth, which when cumulated over 3 to 5 years, makes a difference of 5.4 to 9% in the level of demand. Export growth of this magnitude did materialise, thus limiting the fall in GDP.

### 4.2 Increasing external competitiveness and potential growth

The key problem of the country seems to have been what Eichengreen (2010) called “bad external imbalances” — to be distinguished from the “good imbalances” that foster convergence through higher investment in tradeables and productivity growth. “Bad external imbalances” may arise when capital flows to less developed countries fail to boost investment rates (as in Greece and Portugal). This problem seems to have been successfully addressed, at least if one looks at the outcome in terms of exports.

#### 4.2.1 Export-driven growth

In the case of Portugal as it stands we feel it is legitimate to speak of an export-driven growth. The Portuguese balance of goods and services has reached the turning point, on the back of a strong export performance. Moreover, the country’s current account is in surplus for the first time since the late 1960s.

*Figure 14. Change in external balance of goods and services (% of GDP)*

![Chart showing change in external balance of goods and services](chart.png)

*Source: European Commission Services (AMECO), 2013.*

Finally, unit labour costs in Portugal are adjusting, leading to competitiveness gains and progressively repositioning the economy in euro-area competitiveness.
Prima facie, the previous figures seem to suggest that the Portuguese export performance is driven by a parallel increase of international price competitiveness. But a comparison with 1999 falls too short, because Portugal exhibited imbalances/a lack of competitiveness already far before the crisis, and thus was not internationally competitive when entering EMU. Looking at changes instead of levels of competitive indicators in this context is thus rather misleading. This view is clearly supported by the absence of improvement for Portugal according to the WEF indicators (as opposed to OECD indicators). Also the IMF correctly acknowledges as a side-remark that focusing on labour-cost-based indicators could be misleading, as the strong export performance to date may be related to non-price competitiveness factors (IMF, 2013, p. 20). Besides wage, monetary and fiscal policies, also non-price factors such as quality, image and technology on both the import and the export side surely cause current account imbalances. Unfortunately, these non-price determinants of current account balances have been by far neglected in the Troika assessments and also in the political debate in general.

4.2.2 Exports and domestic capacity constraints

For Portugal, the empirical results by Belke, Oeking and Setzer (2013) suggest a substitutive relationship between domestic and foreign sales when the economy is close to peak or trough. When capacity utilisation is very low, firms react to a fall in domestic demand by increasing their efforts to export or enter the export market. Similarly, if the economy operates at high capacity utilisation, capacity constraints imply that an increase in domestic demand triggers a reallocation of resources from external to domestic clients. By contrast, a positive link is identified between domestic demand and exports during normal economic conditions. This general pattern is in line with the prevalence of hysteresis and the band of inaction due to switching costs for suppliers between serving the domestic and foreign market. It is likely that during this interval, the short-run liquidity channel dominates, whereby the cash flow generated by exports is used to finance domestic operations and the existence of increasing returns dominates the capacity constraints channel (Berman et al., 2011).

The fact that capacity utilisation has been as much a driver of Portuguese exports as international competitiveness in recent years has nevertheless been disputed by the Portuguese Ministry of Finance and is also not sufficiently taken into account by the Troika. Export growth in the past

---

19 See section 8 of this briefing report on the assessment of structural reforms.

20 However, the Banco de Portugal was clearly aware of this. See, for instance, Esteves and Rua (2013).
few years in Portugal was not as spectacular and surprising as the government claims. It was fairly predictable.  

4.3 Putting the Portuguese economy back on track

The programme became necessary for Portugal also because the country faced a number of problems which held back growth, as summarised in the following figure.

Figure 16. Insufficient conditions to foster economic growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacles</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions on the market for corporate control</td>
<td>Insufficient attraction of direct foreign investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection of several sectors of the economy</td>
<td>Capital accumulation in non-tradable goods and services sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak conditions to entrepreneurial activity</td>
<td>Lack of competition in several sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor functioning of the justice system</td>
<td>Low levels of innovation and productivity growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigidity of the labor market</td>
<td>High levels of youth and long-term unemployment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This led to the disappointing pre-programme performance of the Portuguese economy in comparison to most of its European partners. In the period 1999 to 2010, the GDP of Portugal only grew at an annual average rate of 1%, compared with 1.4% in the euro area.

4.3.1 Balanced assumptions behind the assistance programme

In general, we do not think that the assumptions made by the Troika were over-optimistic in the case of Portugal, especially as far as growth is concerned. Admittedly, there was clearly insufficient recognition of political resistance to change in some member states and this may have also affected the Troika’s analysis of the interplay between fiscal consolidation and growth. Hence, as a result, fiscal targets may not have been fulfilled. But this is relevant for Greece but much less so for Portugal as the country’s high responsiveness rate for undertaking reforms (see start of this section on Portugal) demonstrates.

Let us also refer to the multiplier debate again, but this time not from the perspective of the competitiveness issue as in section 2.2 (ECB, 2012, pp. 82 ff., European Commission, 2013a, pp. 41 ff., and IMF, 2012a). Fiscal multipliers are difficult to assess with certainty. One should recall in this respect that the IMF claimed to have underestimated the fiscal multiplier in its growth forecasts.

---

21 Exports may be seen by some as a bright (if not the brightest) spot in all of Portugal’s adjustment process under the bail-out. But similar breakthroughs have happened in the 1970s and 1980s only to be followed by Portuguese companies’ retreating to the comfort zone of their internal market each time they regained strength. Has the paradigm shifted since then? Is this trend of growing exports sustainable this time, and will it be able to help Portugal churn out decent economic growth in a few years?

Externally, there remains considerable uncertainty surrounding the strength and durability of the recovery in Europe, which has first-order implications for Portuguese exports because Portugal has extended its export shares especially to the extra-EU (IMF, 2013a, p. 8, IGCP, 2013, p. 21).
prior to October 2012 but that, as antipodes, the Commission stated in November 2012, followed by the ECB in the following month that eventual forecast errors of growth were not due to the underestimation of fiscal multipliers. This expression of public disagreement between the Commission and the ECB on the one hand and the IMF on the other has been addressed extensively in our Briefing paper, not least by pointing at reasons why the (negative) multiplier of fiscal contraction was lower for Portugal than for Greece (see section 4.2 and section 2).

4.3.2 Concluding remarks

Portugal has complained to MEPs over the handling of bail-out by the ‘Troika’ (Wise, 2014). However, our analysis in this section concurs with the analysis of the Troika that the Portuguese pre-crisis model was unsustainable, being based on immense current account deficits and indebtedness. Fiscal adjustment and structural reforms were unavoidable.

A slower adjustment path on the fiscal side would not have been possible with an eye on government debt (currently 129% of GDP), because debt sustainability would have been even more doubtful. Moreover, the figures on the structural deficit shown above suggest that the adjustment has so far been quite gradual (only about 4.5% in three years, representing one-half of the Greek figure) and the remaining deficit will require further efforts.

Structural reforms seem to have been successful in unleashing export growth, which could lay the basis for a new, sustainable growth model.

5. IRELAND

At the time the EU-IMF assistance programme\textsuperscript{22} started (in late 2010), the Irish economy had just been hit by and was suffering from a banking crisis. The dimension of the latter was unprecedented and linked to the burst of a huge housing bubble; it caused the Irish GDP to fall by 6.3% in 2009 and let unemployment increased from 4.7% in 2007 to 13.7% in 2010. And even more detrimental in the end, it sent the government balance down to a deficit in 2010 amounting to 30% of GDP, from a surplus in 2007 (0.2%).

The objectives to be pursued against the financial assistance consist of i) an instantaneous strengthening and encompassing repair of the banking sector, ii) an ambitious fiscal adjustment to regain sustainability of public finances and to correct excessive deficits by 2015 and iii), finally, the implementation of growth-friendly structural reforms, especially labour market reforms, in order to facilitate a return to a sustainable and robust growth path.

5.1 The wide instability of the financial sector

As the Irish case presents relevant differences from the two countries previously analysed, in this section, we compare the Greek and the Irish economic and financial situation until around 2011, with a focus on the latest developments before the programme and more recent ones after its start. We argue that Ireland was much better positioned than Greece with respect to liquidity, solvency and competitiveness. In addition, Ireland performed better in a number of political and institutional

\textsuperscript{22} The Economic Adjustment Programme for Ireland comprises a joint financing package amounting to €85 billion. It contains contributions from the EU/EFMS (€22.5 billion) and euro area member states (EFSF) €17.7 billion. Moreover, it includes bilateral contributions from the United Kingdom (€3.8 billion), Sweden (€0.6 billion) and Denmark (€0.4 billion) and significant funding from the IMF (€22.5 billion). Finally, Ireland itself was contributing through the Treasury cash buffer and investments of the National Pension Reserve Funds (see http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/assistance_eu_ms/ireland/index_en.htm).
aspects. From a fundamental point of view, it was clear already in 2011 that contagion risks to Ireland should therefore be contained.

The Irish variant of the crisis should be characterised in the first instance as a banking crisis. The foremost priority thus was a recapitalisation and stabilisation of the banking system. This target was reached very early in the programme, stopping the deposit outflow. Ireland has also achieved some progress in deleveraging the size of the banking system, (IMF, 2013b).

An integrated US banking system saved Nevada after a local real estate boom turned to bust. Without an integrated banking system in the EU, the same was not true of Ireland (Gros, 2012). The euro area debt crisis intensified around mid-2011. The rating of Greek sovereign debt has been downgraded to the lowest level among countries currently rated, and secondary market yields have skyrocketed (Figure 17).

**Figure 17. Government bond yields, Ireland and Greece**

![Graph showing government bond yields for Ireland and Greece](image)

*Note: 2 and 10 years, spread to DE, in basis points.
Sources: Bloomberg and ECB.*

### 5.1.1 Liquidity risk

The semi-inverted yield curves for Ireland and Greece showed in 2011 that risk premia for bond yields with two-year maturity were the highest, suggesting that despite discussions on a new multi-annual assistance programme for Greece, investors expected that financial assistance would not be enforceable as of 2013. It also provided some evidence that liquidity risk, which is typically related to maturing debt, government cash deficits and/or contingent liabilities, plays a large role.

Irish financing needs were driven much less by the maturity of outstanding debt. Until end-2015, only €34 billion (22% of GDP 2010) of government bonds and IMF/EU loans were falling due. Refinancing risks for Ireland were also lowered by the fact that Ireland disposes of substantial external assets. A large share of these assets was held by pension funds and life insurance companies. Markets anticipated that these external assets would reduce financing needs to the extent that these external assets could be mobilised (Gros, 2011a).

---

23 At the start of the program, the Irish banking system had assets of around 500% of GDP on board.
Let us continue with some observations about the government cash deficit. In terms of fiscal policy, both countries had committed to an ambitious consolidation process, but both were also still running large public deficits of around 10% of GDP in 2011 (Figure 18). The Greek government aimed to reduce the fiscal balance from more than 15% of GDP in 2009 to below 3% of GDP in 2014, while the Irish planned to bring the public deficit to 3% of GDP by 2015, from a trough of 32% of GDP in 2010 (including support of the banking sector). The European Commission’s staff at that time expected the fiscal programme targets for the coming years to be achieved although consolidation measures for the coming years needed to be further specified.

With respect to contingent liabilities, concerns vis-à-vis Ireland were at around mid-2011 not necessarily based on the direct financing needs by the Irish sovereign but rather related to the contingent liabilities arising from the Irish banking sector. It was often argued at that time that the size of the potential further write-downs in the Irish banking sector was the real risk that the Irish fiscal position was facing, as for instance through the infamous promissory notes, adding a substantial dimension of uncertainty.24

However, significant steps had been taken to revitalise the banking system. Above all, the comprehensive March 2011 banking stress test had been a major step towards restoring the Irish banking system to health. This exercise was based on very severe stress assumptions. The results implied that, after eliciting contributions from subordinated bondholders, up to €19 billion were needed to completely deleverage the banking system to more sustainable levels and to provide the banks with the adequate levels of recapitalisation to cover lifetime losses. This suggested that total banking support remained well below the €35 billion earmarked for banks in the programme. It was therefore unlikely around mid-2011 that the need for banking support exceeded the amount foreseen in the programme.

In Greece, the banking system had remained stable so far at around mid-2011. The liquidity situation of the Greek banks was tight, and, as for Irish banks, the dependency on Eurosystem liquidity was acute. Asset quality had deteriorated amid a weaker economic environment and capital

---

24 In February 2013, the Irish Bank Resolution Corporation (IBRC) provided with the promissory notes was liquidated. However, “rather than the Central Bank of Ireland taking possession of the promissory notes, an agreement was reached to rip up the promissory notes and instead provide the Central Bank with €25 billion in new very long-dated bonds” (Whelan, 2013). This deal improved significantly the sustainability of the sovereign but came at the cost of creating new doubts over the central bank’s independence.
ratios had fallen. In terms of funding, only €1.5 billion out of €10 billion earmarked under the programme for the Hellenic Stability Fund had been disbursed.

Taking these elements together, it was clear already around mid-2011 that the financing needs in the coming years would be much lower for Ireland than for Greece (Figure 19). The situation prevailing created an immediate liquidity risk for Greece. Under the EU-IMF programme, Greece was supposed to issue bonds of close to €30 billion in 2012 and close to €40 billion in 2013. It was very unlikely that this would happen and Greece would start to regain its market access with an issue of T-bills amid the conditions of strong demand, a competitive interest rate and significant presence of international investors. To relieve funding pressure, the Greek government had announced that it had raised €50 billion (close to 20% of GDP) by 2015 through the sale of public assets. Many investors regarded it as highly unlikely, however, that the full sum would be realised, in particular in the short-term. Financing needs were much better covered in the case of Ireland. Under assumptions current around mid-2011, there was no need for the Irish sovereign to issue any medium-or long-term debt before 2013. Privatisation potential for Ireland was much lower than for Greece, but it could still amount to around €3 billion until 2015.

Figure 19. Maturing debt (2011-15, in % of 2010 GDP), Ireland and Greece

Source: Bloomberg.

5.1.2 Solvency risk

Liquidity considerations aside, many investors worried that Greece and Ireland may ultimately have an underlying solvency problem. General government gross debt increased by 35% of GDP for Greece and even 80% of GDP for Ireland from 2007 to 2010 (Figure 20). Looking ahead, the sustainability of public finances required that the primary deficit would be large enough to offset the ‘snowball effect’, i.e. the difference between the interest and the growth rates. Simulating the future path of Ireland’s debt, ECFIN analyses at that time suggested that concerns about debt sustainability are exaggerated.

A review of the experience of other successful fiscal adjustments in the EU shows that, while substantial, Ireland's and Greece's consolidation needs were not unprecedented. Other countries

---

25 Since Greece, however, did not use the low interest rates in the pre-crisis period to reduce debt, or at least did not use the inflowing capital for productive purposes, its starting point was substantially worse. From 2001-07 Greece had an average annual GDP growth of 4.3%, but still recorded a fiscal deficit of more than 5% a year. If the debt ratio at the beginning of the financial crisis had not been at over 100% of GDP, but at around 60%, or even 25% like in the case of Ireland, the financial crisis-induced increase in the debt ratio would not have had these serious implications.
(e.g. Belgium) have succeeded in the past in achieving and then sustaining large improvements in the primary balance, which then have resulted in sharp declines in the debt ratio even without overly supportive growth (but also, importantly, without unduly hindering growth). Also, Ireland's own history can be taken as an example as the economy recorded budgetary surpluses in nine out of ten pre-crisis years.

The fiscal stress in the euro area was, however, not simply about the magnitude of the fiscal adjustments that need to be made; it was also about a shortfall of credibility. Solvency is generally affected by political and institutional considerations which influence the government's ability and willingness to which extent it will make good its debt payments.

The political challenges the Greek economy was (and partly still is) facing: street discontent was rising, internal party dissent became pressing, and opposition parties and trade unions were opposing the austerity measures. This created the risk that the politico-economic equilibrium shifted against further contractionary measures which are required when the budget deficit reduction targets are not met. This challenge had also to be seen against the historical background. According to Reinhart and Rogoff's calculations, Greece spent 50% of the time between 1800 and 2008 in default (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2010).

Furthermore, the tolerance for corruption in Greece aggravated the challenge to achieve a significant increase in taxation via higher tax rates. There was the risk that increases in tax rates simply increased the size of the shadow economy without generating more tax revenues. Its more stable political and institutional framework suggested already in mid-2011 that Ireland has a higher administrative and socio-political ability to adapt to increased demands on public finances. The OECD “cost of collection ratio”, an efficiency measure comparing the annual administration costs incurred by a revenue body with the total revenue collected over the course of a fiscal year, showed in 2011 that the administration costs of collecting 100 units of revenue are much lower in Ireland (1.08) than in Portugal (1.44) or Italy (1.2), although somewhat higher than in Spain (0.97) (OECD, 2011). This signals relatively high Irish efficiency in tax collection and/ or high tax compliance.

---

26 As correctly set out in the programme, fiscal adjustment had therefore to be combined with efforts to reduce the level of corruption, so that fiscal policy adjustment did not rely on expenditure cuts alone, which in turn risks violating the principle of social justice.
Moreover, the political costs of a default are higher in Ireland since the country would lose its outstanding reputation for an investment-friendly rule-of-law-abiding jurisdiction. (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2010, do not record any debt default or restructuring for Ireland since its independence.) This may imply that there should be a higher political willingness to repay the debt.

5.2 The return to equilibrium of public finances

Concerning the fiscal side, if one disregards the increase in the fiscal deficit brought about by the rescue to the banking sector in 2010, the fiscal consolidation effort that emerges from the data is rather small.

As shown in the Figure 22, between 2007 and 2009, total primary expenditure increased and then fell significantly during the years 2010-13. But if one neglects the increase after 2007, the overall change does not show a dramatic tightening in the fiscal stance.

Figure 22. Ireland, changes in general government primary expenditure components

Source: European Commission Services (AMECO).

This argument is supported by the behaviour of the structural deficit as shown in Figure 8 above.

Quite pragmatically, the Irish achieved this impressive degree of consolidation through equally focusing upon spending and revenue measures and also regarding fairness issues. Taking this adjustment as a starting point, Ireland can be envisaged to arrive at a primary balance this year and very soon also at a declining path of government debt. In these respects, we agree with the IMF (2013b).

The Irish have also adopted a wide array of institutional reforms to eliminate the driving forces of the crisis. The Irish Government reinforced the medium-term fiscal framework and created a fiscal council which in the meantime has conveyed the impression to be credible. What is more, financial regulation and supervision have been reworked and improved (European Commission, 2013a, IMF, 2013b).

Ireland also started to regain its market access with an issue of T-bills amid strong demand, a competitive interest rate and significant presence of international investors around mid-2012. The country’s access strengthened continuously, above all in the wake of the ECB’s announced Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT) (IMF, 2013b). This was mainly because its strong programme implementation had addressed the acute uncertainties around public debt that prevailed at the end of

---

27 All these characteristics are not valid for Greece.
2010. The deficit target for 2011 was met and the budget for 2012 continued fiscal consolidation at a steady pace. Decisive actions on the banking sector during 2011 identified and met the banks’ capital needs in a credible way, at an overall cost below expectations. Perhaps most importantly, markets gained confidence in Ireland’s capacity to recover from the banking crisis as export-driven growth was quite strong in 2011 at 2.2%; investors we talked with considered that important” (IMF, 2013b).

Seen on the whole, thus, Ireland’s success in regaining market access mirrored unwavering implementation of necessary policies, combined with the country’s signalled potential to economically shuffle off its deeply-rooted banking crisis. Ireland confirmed its successful market access of 2012 by means of issues of sovereign bonds, including maturities up to 10 years in January and March 2013 which were subscribed rather well (European Commission, 2013a; IMF, 2013b).

5.2.1 Caveats

With an eye on the severe problems Ireland was opposed to, it does not seem possible to do all the reparation framework and to solve all these issues within a relatively short time span of three years. The Troika did well to acknowledge this from the outset, (IMF, 2013b).

One of the remaining pressing Irish problems is the still large overhang of debt that waits to be treated. Here, the focus should be on private household debt which still takes values of nearly 200% of disposable income and sovereign debt projected by the IMF (2013a) to reach its peak level at 124% of GDP in 2013. Hence, Ireland must continue both with repairing private balance sheets and fiscal consolidation, although they are time-consuming (European Commission, 2013a; IMF, 2013b).

Another virulent Irish problem is that the country’s banks are not yet offering lending to the necessary extent to the economy. Moreover, there is only small progress in dealing with impaired assets such as nonperforming loans. Finally, the profitability of Irish banks is clearly improvable. These facts must not be overlooked in spite of Ireland’s undeniable progress in recapitalizing and stabilizing its banking system (IMF, 2013a, p. 8; IMF, 2013b).

In Ireland, bailing in senior bank bondholders may have been preferable in the same way as in the Greek case earlier debt restructuring would have been desirable. However, his would have improved the sustainability of the programme by much less than in Greece. Moreover, it may have impacted the funding of Irish banks negatively (see also Pisani-Ferry, Sapir and Wolff, 2013).

On the issue of Banking Union and the benefits for Ireland: given the above analysis of Ireland’s strengths which cannot be debated away, the Irish government should acknowledge that a banking union is capable of delivering more shock-absorbing capacity than could ever be delivered by any fiscal capacity which is currently envisaged for the euro area. In the United States, banking problems are treated at the federal level (the US is a banking union), whereas in the euro area, the responsibility for losses of the banking sector stays national. In this vein, Nevada and Ireland both experienced an exceptionally strong housing boom and bust (Gros, 2012a). However, the main difference between Nevada and Ireland is that Nevada did not suffer any local financial crisis and that the federal state government did not have to be bailed out when the boom turned into bust.

In general, the Troika did well to treat Ireland in a more relaxed fashion than Portugal and Greece with an eye on the fact that foreign debt was much larger in case of the latter two countries and the Troika had to deal with foreigners’ claims.
6. CYPRUS

Cyprus is currently undertaking an adjustment programme linked to the financial assistance it has requested in order to recapitalize and restructure its previously oversized banking system, strongly affected by the Greek PSI. The recapitalisation of banks has required a bail-in of uninsured deposits, which has imposed significant losses on corporations, including small and medium enterprises, and households, impairing their ability to finance their operations and meet financial obligations. It has hampered confidence in the banking system and required the implementation of capital controls.

Although the adjustment programme for Cyprus is on track, there are many risks looming in the horizon, mostly related to financial sector stability, privatisations, and GDP growth developments.

Expectedly, unemployment and social exclusion are on the rise in Cyprus, undermining the achievement of the EU2020 objectives for employment and poverty reduction, while other EU2020 objectives (e.g. research and development and innovation) are also at risk due to limited funding. To boost competitiveness and employment, measures have been taken to contain wage costs and improve and expand activation policies. Notably, the Cypriot workforce is the second most qualified workforce in the EU27. The liberalisation of services markets in Cyprus and elsewhere and programs to foster innovation should support the absorption of this pool of highly qualified people into high value added activities. On this front, the programme foresees structural reforms in goods and services markets with a special emphasis on tourism.

As regards the energy sector, reforms to lower energy costs, support renewables, and take advantage of newly discovered natural gas resources are also expected to have an important impact on competitiveness, employment, growth, and energy targets.

6.1 Avoiding a banking sector collapse

It is important to notice that the Cyprus financial crisis was not originated by high levels of government debt, as for instance in the case of Greece. Although Cyprus did breach the 3% ceiling for the government budget deficit in 2010 due to lower than expected growth, which was a consequence of the global crisis, its debt-to-GDP ratio was 61.3% in 2010, relatively close to the 60% benchmark and significantly below the EU average (80.2%). Nevertheless, in July 2010 the Council initiated an excessive deficit procedure for Cyprus, issuing a recommendation to the country with a view to bringing an end to the excessive deficit situation by 2012. Despite sizeable consolidation efforts implying an average fiscal effort in structural terms estimated at 2.4% of GDP, significantly above the average annual fiscal effort of at least 1.5% required, the country was not able to bring the 2012 general government deficit below the 3% threshold (reaching 6.3%).

The failure to stabilize public finances was due to lower than expected growth, by-product of several shocks including the explosion of a weapons cache in July 2011 that destroyed the country’s main power plant, and the credit crunch that ensuing the losses imposed on banks by the Greek debt restructuring. Failure to contain the liquidity drain in the banking sector and the continuing deterioration in public finances, despite a €2.5 billion bilateral loan obtained from Russia, led the country to seek financial assistance from Europe. Under the circumstances, Cyprus was given a four-year extension of the deadline (to 2016) for the correction of its excessive deficit.

It is important to observe that Cyprus, before the start of the programme, had built an oversized and poorly managed banking sector (total assets reached about 800% of GDP), and a heavy exposure to

---

28 The Russian loan obtained in 2011 was originally to be repaid by 2016, but the authorities have renegotiated the loan’s terms so that repayment may take place in eight biannual instalments of about €300m between 2018 and 2021, and the original interest rate of 4.5% was reduced to 2.5%.
Greece, not only directly through government bonds and private credit, but also indirectly due to the country’s dependence on Greece as a major trading partner (about 20% of Cyprus total imports and exports). In 2011, Cypriot commercial banks held about €5 billion in Greek government bonds, on which the Greek PSI imposed losses of about €3.6 billion (20% of GDP) that were further aggravated by an increasing trend in non-performing loans in both the Greek and the Cypriot market, devastating the sector (IMF, 2011). Following the Greek debt restructuring, concerns about the solvency of Cypriot banks started to rise and deposit outflows started to increase, particularly as uncertainty grew on the timing and nature of a possible government intervention.

In June 2012, Cyprus made a request for financial assistance from the EU, but it took some time for the terms to be agreed upon. To meet the deposit outflow banks relied increasingly on Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA) by the Central Bank of Cyprus (CBC), which reached 60% of GDP in late 2012 (largely concentrated in Laiki Bank).

When the level of emergency liquidity assistance to Cypriot banks became unsustainable, on March 25, 2013, measures were taken to avoid the collapse of the system while minimizing the strains on fiscal sustainability, jump-starting the financial assistance programme to Cyprus. During the implementation of the measures a week bank holiday was imposed, following which capital controls were introduced. The agreed financial assistance to Cyprus amounts to up to €10 billion, (€9 billion from the ESM and €1 billion from the IMF), a sum which has been estimated to be adequate to finance debt redemption, fiscal deficits, and most importantly the recapitalisation of a downsized financial sector, until the end of Q1-2016.29

6.1.1 High degree of uncertainty

GDP forecasts for Cyprus are characterized by a high degree of uncertainty, mainly because the impact of the downsizing of the financial sector is very difficult to estimate. In recent times it has close similarities only to the Icelandic case, and even this comparison must be taken with caution, due to differences related to the exchange rate regime and the structure of the economy. According to European Commission and IMF reports (Appendix 1 includes a summary of selected data), the programme design has been based on the assumption of a steep recession, followed by a swift recovery after two years (European Commission, 2013d; IMF, 2013d).

Regarding the depth of the recession, the programme assumes a cumulative GDP growth of -12.6% estimated for 2013-2014, that can be decomposed into about -6.6% due to fiscal consolidation (with an implied fiscal multiplier of 1), a negative wealth effect from the conversion of deposits into equity of about -3%, a deleveraging effect of about -2.5%, and a retrenchment due to the imposition of capital controls of about 0.5% (Cyprus Ministry of Finance, 2014). Recent data, however, reveals that the growth outcome for 2013 may be better than initially projected (around -7.7% instead of -8.7% according to Troika estimates, and -5.5 according to the Ministry of Finance latest forecasts; see IMF, 2013e).

This can be due to the fact that it is difficult to predict how the cumulative effect of the crisis is spread over time, in fact, alternative forecasts suggest that the annual contraction could be lower but protracted over a longer period of time, with growth resuming only in 2017, possibly 2016 (see Papadopoulou and Spanos, 2013). These alternative estimates also suggest that the largest annual GDP fall may not occur in 2013 as assumed in the program, but instead in 2014. This would be more similar to what has been experienced in Iceland, where the largest fall in GDP was registered

29 Since the approval of the adjustment programme by the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) Board of Governors and the IMF executive board, the first two tranches of the €10 billion of agreed financial assistance have already been released. The first tranche amounted to €3.1 billion (€3 billion from the ESM, paid in two instalments, and €86 million from the IMF), and the second tranche amounted to €1.6 billion (€1.5 billion in the form of ESM notes was earmarked for the recapitalisation of the cooperative sector, and the remaining €86 million from the IMF).
in the Q4-2009, a full four quarters after the decision to allow Iceland’s three largest banks to collapse in Q4-2008.

6.1.2 Fiscal consolidation and banking sector restructuring

To help Cyprus regain stability in public finances, the programme initially targeted the achievement of general government balances of -6.5% in 2013, -8.4% in 2014, -6.3% in 2015, and -2.9% in 2016, and primary surpluses of 3% of GDP in 2017 and 4% of GDP in 2018, to be maintained thereafter. This should be achieved in particular through a significant and permanent reduction in the growth in expenditure on the public sector wage bill, social benefits, and discretionary spending, while minimizing the impact of these measures on the most vulnerable groups. It is important to note that the deficit projected for 2016 is below but probably statistically indistinguishable of -3%. Given the high uncertainty surrounding GDP estimates for Cyprus, the margin of error allowed in the programme to ensure compliance by 2016 may be too narrow.

So far, Cyprus has implemented the agreed consolidation measures with relative ease. Although exceptional (one-off) compensation of provident and retirement funds in Laiki Bank (amounting to 1.8% of GDP) has led to the revision of the 2013 budget target from -6.5% to -8.3% of GDP, budget execution to date indicates that budget developments for 2013 remain on track, with the general government balance expected to settle at -7.8% of GDP, well below the revised target, on account of better than expected GDP growth for 2013.

In addition, the 2014 budget deficit is now also forecast to be better than original estimates (-7.1% rather than -8.4%). The 2014 deficit projection however should be taken with caution due to the uncertainty associated with GDP forecasts. Budgetary performance in 2015 and 2016 hinge on the expectation of a gradual recovery and to a reduction in lump-sum retirement payments, which should compensate the higher interest bill expected to accompany.

Complementing fiscal consolidation, a range of fiscal structural reforms (pensions, health-care, tax and public administration) are also being undertaken. Given the temporary nature of many of the fiscal measures implemented so far to reduce budget deficits, long-lasting fiscal sustainability will hinge on the implementation of these reforms. It is however too early to make an assessment of their design and implementation, since most of the reform plans are still being discussed. Further, to support the effective implementation of the consolidation effort, the new Fiscal Responsibility and Budget System Law (FRBL) is being enacted. It is important, however, to ensure that the law is fully implemented, and that a truly independent Fiscal Council is promptly established and operational to help monitor the compliance with the new budgetary framework. Also crucial for the success of the programme are developments in the privatisation plan (see Appendix 3).

To support the financial reform and regain financial sector stability, Cyprus adopted a new bank resolution law requiring the participation of bank creditors, in order of seniority, in the recapitalisation of troubled banks, with creditors’ claims converted into equity. Under the new resolution law, the central bank was initially given the responsibility of taking decisions under the new Resolution Authority, however, in August 2013, the law was amended to give it shared responsibility with the finance minister and the head of the security and exchange commission, with decisions being now taken by majority, limiting therefore significantly the authority of the central bank in this area.

30 The improved projection is due to carryover effects from the better than expected performance in 2013, to a reduction in the public sector wage bill, and to additional consolidation measures of 0.3% of GDP to be implemented in the 2014 budget, anticipating measures originally planned for subsequent years. Appendix 2 gives a summary of fiscal consolidation measures.

31 Under the new resolution law, the central bank was initially given the responsibility of taking decisions under the new Resolution Authority, however, in August 2013, the law was amended to give it shared responsibility with the finance minister and the head of the security and exchange commission, with decisions being now taken by majority, limiting therefore significantly the authority of the central bank in this area.
Notwithstanding this fact, both bailed-in imposed losses in Laiki Bank and in the Bank of Cyprus, as well as the restrictions imposed on the use of a significant share of the remaining portion of uninsured deposits have deteriorated the asset and liquidity position of both households and businesses, and small businesses in particular, and may have significantly impaired their ability to operate and meet their liabilities, creating a snow-ball effect of non-payments and capital losses for the bank, which is difficult to quantify a priori. Government funds (ESM financial assistance) will be used however to recapitalize the credit cooperative sector, estimated to need overall €1.5 billion.32

A crucial decision in the case of the Cyprus programme was the choice to resolve only one of its two large troubled banks in the hope that the surviving would soon recover. This was clearly a different strategy than that followed by Iceland, where the three largest banks were resolved. Although it is still premature to judge the selected strategy, the restructuring of the surviving Bank of Cyprus is proving to be a difficult and lengthy process and it is yet to be seen whether it can regain the trust of the public, as the bank’s deposits and loans continue to decline contributing to the downward trends registered also for the overall banking system, shown in Figures 23 and 24. This uncertainty has protracted the lifting of capital controls, which restrict access of banks to sustainable sources of financing.

![Figure 23. Loans to non-financial corporations and households, annual growth rates](image)

32 The recapitalisation process requires the cooperative sector to undergo a deep restructuring coordinated by the Cooperative Central Bank (the parent institution), with the aim of merging the current 94 individual credit institutions into at most 18 and increasing efficiency.
6.2 Revitalising the Cypriot economy

Even before the start of the program, the European Commission identified Cyprus as experiencing an erosion of its external competitiveness, and mounting external imbalances. Although fiscal imbalances have emerged mostly as a result of the sharp recession and the need for financial sector support, other imbalances had been steadily building up for some time.

The low lending rates and the easy access to credit that followed EU accession led to a rise in property prices, an unsustainable increase in private sector indebtedness (see Figure 25), and an economic boom which drove wages up through the automatic indexation system (COLA), despite slower productivity growth. These trends led to losses in cost and price competitiveness, which were translated into growing trade and current account deficits (Appendix 1 summarises the data).

Figure 25. General government gross debt (Maastricht debt) and private debt in % of GDP

Source: Eurostat.

Large imbalances were mounting in particular in the financial sector, the fourth largest in the euro area (after Luxembourg, Ireland, and Malta), with total consolidated assets of about 800% of GDP.
in 2011, largely concentrated in two banks with large exposures to Greece. It can be said that Cyprus experienced in fact some form of “resource curse”, not due to the abundance of natural resources yet, but to the large influx of portfolio investments and FDI, with this windfall being used to finance excessive consumption and housing, rather than road infrastructure (including pedestrian infrastructure) and public transport, which in Cyprus is lagging behind that of its European counterparts, and to reform institutions and improve the business environment to enable other sectors of the economy to flourish.

6.2.1 Dealing with a credit crunch

The programme has assumed that a permanent downsizing and restructuring of the Cyprus financial sector would be sufficient to make it sustainable and supportive of economic growth, but it is taking time for Cypriot banks to regain access to sustainable sources of funding that can enable them to restart a healthy flow of credit into the economy. Without its firms regaining access to finance, Cyprus will be unable to broaden its external market (currently largely dominated by Greece), and to shift its supply structure towards higher value added goods and services that can help it sustain higher export revenue, for instance in the tourism industry, which has become relatively more important after the downsizing of the financial sector. A healthy financial sector will also be crucial for Cyprus to successfully pursue its ambition to become a future energy hub in the Mediterranean.33

6.2.2 Improving the Business Environment: Lower Costs and Better Regulation

Given the importance of re-starting a healthy flow of credit to the economy as a means of restoring the country’s competitiveness and growth, the programme envisages a set of measures to strengthen the banking sector. Emphasis has been put into recapitalizing banks, reinforcing regulation and supervision, and increasing financial transparency.

One of the highest risks in this area lies on the failure to contain the increase in non-performing loans and strategic defaults associated to falling collateral values, which threat to further undermine banks’ solvency. According to Cyprus Central Bank data, non-performing loans have been increasing in 2013, to reach, in November, 39.11% of total credits among Cyprus commercial banks and 44.39% in the cooperative credit sector.34 Failing to stall this trend and restore confidence in the banking sector will protract the imposition of capital controls, undermining the competitiveness of the banking sector, still heavily reliant on emergency liquidity, but it is still early to know whether the action plan which is being adopted will be sufficient.

In addition to financial sector reform aimed, amongst other objectives, at reducing firms’ financing costs, the programme also includes measures aiming to reduce the costs of labour and bringing these more in line with productivity developments, including a reform of the prevailing wage indexation system (COLA), with a tripartite agreement being pursued with social partners for the application of the reformed system in the private sector.35

33 The discovery of large deposits of natural gas off Israel’s Mediterranean coast have prompted Cyprus to auction licences for the exploration and exploitation of potential natural gas deposits off its own south coast. For the purpose of granting licenses for the exploration and exploitation of natural gas, Cyprus has defined an exploration area divided into 13 blocks. The first exploration license, for “Block 12” was granted in 2008 to the US firm Noble Energy (Noble), which in December 2011 announced a gas discovery indicating an estimated gross resource range of 5 to 8 trillion cubic feet (Tcf), with a gross mean of 7 Tcf. It is important to note that the design of the programme was based on these preliminary indicative estimates, which were what was available at the time. In 2012, another five exploration licenses where granted to the Italian Eni in consortium with South Korean Kogas (Blocks 2, 3 and 9), and to the French Total (Blocks 10 and 11).

34 Bank of Cyprus Aggregate Banking Sector Data (Licensing and Supervision), February 2014.

35 Details on the reform of COLA are included in Appendix 6.
Further reforms to boost competitiveness target the better functioning of product and service markets, and include the full implementation of EU law in general and the Services Directive in particular; liberalisation of regulated professions; elimination of bottlenecks in the issuance and transfer of title deeds in the housing market, which currently suffers from delays of more than three years, posing problems to property tax collection and collateral seizures; and the reform of current aviation policies which make Cyprus one of the most expensive air travel destinations in Europe.\textsuperscript{36}

Additional structural reforms are aimed at making the energy market more efficient, as a means for reducing energy costs. On this front, the authorities are committed to reforming the sector’s market organisation and regulation in order to make it more open, transparent, and more competitive, on the basis of the principle of independent regulatory oversight, and on EU targets for energy efficiency, renewable energy and carbon emissions. Finally, the programme pays particular attention to the developments regarding the potential monetisation of natural gas deposits by Cyprus, but although there are high hopes for the sector, recent appraisals have revised downwards the estimates of resource stocks, lowering its commercial potential.\textsuperscript{37}

\section*{6.3 Reversing the upward trend in unemployment}

Before the start of the program, in 2012, employment in Cyprus had already dropped considerably below the EU2020 target of 75\%, to 70.2\% (it dropped from 76.5\% in 2008 at the start of the global economic downturn as shown in Appendix 7), while unemployment, typically low before the crisis, increased to 11.9\%.\textsuperscript{38} The negative labour market trends, depicted in figure 26, can be attributed to the economic recession already felt in 2012, as private and public sector deleveraging was starting to take place.

It is important to note that as the global economic crisis (2008-2009) started to unfold without Cyprus being significantly affected initially, the country received a significant influx of migrant workers, mainly low skilled. As a result, in 2011, one out of five persons in the labour force were non-Cypriot, and many migrant workers have remained in the country even after the crisis, undeclared or illegal, despite the enhancement of inspections.

\textsuperscript{36} On this, the authorities are waiting for the approval by the European Commission of the plan submitted for the restructuring of Cyprus Airways. Other measures which are expected to have a positive impact on the Tourism sector include support for projects aiming to improve the tourism product, and subsidies to prolong the tourism season by two months.

\textsuperscript{37} Appendix 6 summarizes developments in natural gas exploration in Cyprus.

\textsuperscript{38} Employment in Cyprus is concentrated in services (76.9\% in 2012), followed by industry (20.2\% in 2012), and lastly by agriculture (2.9\%). Virtually all businesses in Cyprus can be classified as small and medium enterprises, since they employ less than 250 persons and register an annual turnover of less than €50 million. According to the Central Bank of Cyprus the country has about 62,000 active SME’s.
The Cypriot population, on the other hand, is relatively high skilled, with the share of 30-34 year old having completed tertiary or equivalent education having reached 49.9% in 2012, well above the EU2020 target of 40%, and with 34.5% of its labour force having tertiary education, making it the country with the second most highly qualified workforce among the EU27. This level of skills, however, has not been properly utilized due to the country specialisation in low-skilled, low-technology sectors, and to its poor performance in terms of research and development (R&D), with only about 0.5% of GDP invested in R&D (mostly targeted at the public sector), compared to an EU2020 target of 3%. Until recently many young graduates were hoping to join the Cypriot oversized public sector, which represented 16.4% of the employment in 2012.

6.3.1 Deleveraging and unemployment

Following the restructuring of the Cypriot banking system, employment is expected to continue to fall in 2013-2014 alongside the expected fall in GDP growth. Unemployment is expected to accompany the deterioration of economic conditions, and is now projected to reach a peak of 19.8% in 2014, according to official estimates. At the same time, youth unemployment is now rising to unseen levels, reaching 40% of the 15-24 labour force, becoming one of the highest levels in Europe. Contributing to this trend is the difficult financing conditions faced by SME’s in Cyprus, which have seen a substantial share of their working capital directly wiped out through the bail-in of uninsured deposits in the two major banks. Total losses of these companies through the deposit bail-in are estimated to amount to about €1 billion (about 6% of GDP).

With tightened credit supply, companies are expected to struggle to survive. Although there are a number of EU policy instruments providing financing for SMEs under structural and other EU funds, the exceptional circumstances in Cyprus involve a number of difficulties in the access of SMEs to these programmes.

6.3.2 Activation policies and SME support

In order to stimulate employment and growth amidst the adverse effects of deleveraging both by the public and the private sector, the authorities have announced in April 2013 a range of employment activation schemes, which should be complemented with an action plan to support youth employment, under the European Council of June, 2013, to be integrated into the broader set of activation policies, in consistency with the reform of the social welfare system (see Appendix 4).
and with budgetary targets, and further steps are being taken to increase employment in technical jobs with the operation of Post-Secondary Institutes of Vocational Education and Training. However, many efforts need to be made (and work has started) to develop a coherent and consistent framework for the continuous monitoring and evaluation of all existing programmes to improve their efficiency. It is further important to note that the liberalisation of services markets in Cyprus and elsewhere and programs to foster innovation should support the absorption of the pool of highly qualified Cypriots into high value-added activities. Little attention has been paid, however, to expenditures in R&D, with the Cypriot target for R&D expenditure remaining particularly low at 0.5%.

Complementing activation policies, the authorities have also announced a number of initiatives to support SMEs, which are expected to have a positive impact on economic activity, together with reforms in the energy sector, incentives for the development of renewables, and natural gas exploitation, which should reduce the costs of energy (while helping to achieve EU2020 energy targets). It is important to note however that these efforts are likely to have a relatively small impact unless SMEs regain access to credit and liquidity facilities enabling them to operate and invest.

6.4 Policy challenges

It is important to note that the adjustment programme has just started in Cyprus, and that any assessment of its implementation and impact is still premature. The next six months, however, will be crucial for future developments. In particular, it is important to monitor in this period the design and implementation of strategies to deal with arrears and strategic defaults to avoid snowball effects and a further erosion of banks’ assets that can put further strains on the system, and to follow up on the progress along the road map for lifting capital controls. In fact, a protracted period of low confidence in the banking sector and the further tightening of credit supply conditions due to the relatively large and increasing share of non-performing loans (NPLs) in the domestic banking system and steeper than expected drop in real estate prices is one of the major risks affecting the economic recovery and the programme as a whole.

Among the set of fiscal structural measures that the Cypriot authorities need follow up on are the adoption of the new FRBSL legislation and the establishment of a truly independent Fiscal Council. These reforms are crucial to enable the government to achieve the agreed primary surplus targets established in the program. But not least important is the reform of the public administration, which is needed for improving efficiency while containing costs in the long-term. The follow up on the privatisation process in the next few months is equally important given that it is expected to raise discontent and due to its relevance for the success of the program.

As regards labour reforms, it is important to follow up on the negotiations for the adoption of the reformed wage indexation in the private sector. Potentially stronger and more protracted contraction of the economy, accompanied by worse than expected employment developments is a possibility that should be taken into account. Wage moderation can help to counter some of the downward risks to growth, which include among others a worsening of economic conditions in trade-partner countries and persistently lower consumer and business confidence in Cyprus.

7. (RE)GAINING COMPETITIVENESS, ASSURING LONG-TERM GROWTH

---

39 Announced activation programmes include three new employment schemes, the continuation of schemes previously in place for the promotion of innovation and women and youth entrepreneurship, and tax relief for companies hiring new recruits.
The structural adjustment undertaken by the peripheral countries in the last three years has been not a mere fiscal re-balancing process due to excessive government deficits/debt, but a comprehensive macroeconomic adjustment to absorb the balance of payments’ imbalances accumulated in the first 10 years of the EMU. The constitution of the Euro and the subsequent strong financial integration between countries has allowed from 1999 the accumulation of large current account deficits of peripheral countries financed by large inflows of capital from surplus countries in the north. A natural and positive economic mechanism, except for the fact that this transfer of resources went primarily to finance unproductive capital in the peripheral countries.

The adjustment plans defined by the Troika were designed therefore not only to bring public finances to sustainability, but also to restore competitiveness to the peripheral countries, in order to absorb the large deficit through an increased flow of exports and assure a sustained growth path in the medium/long run.

Within a system of fixed exchange rates as the EMU there are two ways to make the country's exports more competitive in order to support the growth of the economy: i) the so-called ‘internal devaluation’, which should make the exports most competitive directly lowering the cost of products; and ii) the so-called ‘structural reforms’, which are expected to reduce the market imperfections/inefficiencies that increase costs in direct and indirect ways. Have these mechanisms worked? Analysing what has happened since 2009, the answer seems positive.

**Figure 27. Changes in imports/exports of goods and services at current prices: 2009-13**

![Chart showing changes in imports and exports for Ireland, Greece, Cyprus, and Portugal from 2009 to 2013.](chart)

*Source: European Commission Services (AMECO).*

Figure 27 shows how all peripheral countries considered in this study have improved their external position by increasing exports and reducing imports (or, at least, increasing them less than exports), improving in this way their trade balance. Nevertheless, this big picture hides relevant differences between countries. The value of Greek exports, for instance, is lower now than in 2007, resulting still in a current account deficit of the economy (although it was seven times higher in 2007). Portugal, instead, has been able to increase its exports by 23% compared to the pre-crisis level (and by more than 40% to the 2009 level), transforming its previous current account deficit, in a current account surplus, despite the increase in the imports in the last years.

### 7.1 Enhancing exports through price competitiveness

What has driven this gain in competitiveness? The first instrument described above, i.e. the internal devaluation, implied the need for peripheral countries to reduce their wages and consequently the domestic prices: the underlying economic mechanism foresees that if wages are reduced, the costs
of production are lowered, leading to an increase in exports. At the same time, this mechanism is expected also to reduce imports (due to the lower costs of domestic products and to lower purchasing power), reducing in this way the current account deficits.

Figure 28 shows the adjustments in prices occurred in peripheral countries in the last years. From the first graph it emerges how the adjustment in terms of labour costs has been very strong especially in Greece: the ULC index in 2013 has been equal to that of 2003, reabsorbing in the last four years all the large increase (+37 points) accumulated in the five years before. The Portugal, instead, has not adjusted in terms of ULC, but this is perfectly consistent with its performances before the crisis: between 2002 and 2008, in fact, the ULC index of Portugal has increased only by 4 points, i.e. the half of the increase recorded in Germany. The country, has instead, adjusted in terms of general prices (Figure 29) re-absorbing the increase it had before the crisis.

Finally, the case of Ireland is particularly interesting: while it registered a sharp decline in terms of UCL it has not yet reached the “pre-bubble” levels, as its index is now equal to that of 2007, still 50 points higher than the level of the index in 2002. The country has adjusted, instead, in terms of general prices: it has registered, in fact, the largest fall among the countries analysed and it has completely absorbed the large increase in prices registered in the pre-2007 period, reaching the same level of the index in 2002.

*Figure 28. Harmonised competitiveness indicators based on unit labour costs: indices for the total economy (2000 Q1=100)*

*Source: European Central Bank.*
A natural question would therefore arise: why has Greece, despite the relevant adjustment both in terms of prices and in terms of labour costs, not seen its exports increase as has Portugal or Ireland? Figure 31 shows, in fact, how the performance of Greek exports (measured as gains in export market share) has largely deteriorate in the last years, in total contrast to that of Portugal and Ireland. Figure 30 gives the explanation: Greek exports price competitiveness has not improved nearly as much as its cost (and wage) competitiveness and since the Greek goods exports are concentrated in low-tech products for which price competitiveness is crucial, the poor performances have been unavoidable.

Good news, however, comes from the service sector that with tourism represent a central element of the Greek economy (see Figure 32): while number of total nights spent by non-residents has increased in the last years, the overall travel expenditures in Greece by non-residents have decreased. Despite this trend may in part results from a possible increase in transactions not reported by tour operators (whose propensity to evade, already present in Greece, may be increased because of the crisis), it indicates that the Greek tourism industry has sought to gain competitiveness by lowering its costs.
When it comes to structural reforms needed to (re)gain competiveness in peripheral countries, the assessment is harder. Despite the fact that the necessity for peripheral countries to undertake ‘structural reforms’ to re-gain competiveness was one of the ‘mantras’ of the last few years, it is very difficult to objectively measure structural reforms in general. The following sections contain the specific analysis of the measures implemented by the countries; here the analysis remains at general level and it focuses on three main dimensions: labour market reform, ease of doing business and government sector reform.

Before proceeding into the analysis of these policy areas, it is important to stress how the impetus for reform has strengthened in the last years. There is little doubt that the crisis and the financial market pressure played an important role in intensifying the reform process. Figure 33 reports an indicator summarising the progress that countries have made in responding to Going for Growth policy recommendations since 2011. The chart suggests that Greece emerges as the country where most advancement has taken place, both in absolute terms and accounting for the difficulties (as perceived by the OECD) to actually undertake reforms.40 Greece is ahead of the other countries receiving financial assistance like Ireland, Portugal and is largely more responsive than the euro-area average (see Alcidi and Gros, 2013).

40 It is interesting that the 2007 Survey of the OECD of Greece stated that the authorities faced a challenge in pursuing reforms in a benign environment.
The OECD yearly recommendations focus on two large set of policy issues, labelled as labour productivity and labour utilisation (Alcidi & Gros, 2013) and in most cases the reforms approved were part of the programme assistance.41

Despites the increase in the responsiveness, the question of how these changes could improve the economic situation of these countries remains. In fact, in the specific case at hand the question is which kind of reforms would foster long term growth and facilitate in the short term an adjustment away from domestic consumption or real estate investment towards exports. In the specific instances of the four programme countries considered here the key policy question should be: which (kind of) ‘structural’ reforms foster the necessary shift of resources to the tradable sector and lower the adjustment costs?

The standard prescription in this case is usually more flexibility. An increase in labour market flexibility should make the adjustment easier. The charts below represents 2008-13 changes in the OECD EPL indicators (Figure 34): the first column refers to regular contracts while the second to temporary ones. It shows that some reforms materialised in Greece and a significant reform process took place in Portugal, while in Ireland the protection increased slightly despite starting from a very low level (data for Cyprus are not available). Just to cite a significant example of the labour market reforms introduced in peripheral countries, Portugal reduced the wage premium for weekly holiday work and abolished priority rules for redundancy dismissals; at the same time, it has also increased the maximum duration of fixed-term contracts and reduced the severance pay applicable in cases of redundancy dismissals.

41 A recent paper by the IMF (Barbuk et al., 2012) highlights that while structural reforms can lift growth over the medium and long term, their near-term impact on output and employment is likely to be modest or even negative. Indeed reforms are likely to force reallocation of resources and restructuring which may imply a cost in terms of higher unemployment and for society at large. See Alcidi & Gros (2013).
However, the previous two indexes are based on the adoption of reforms by national authority, while the real question is whether these reforms are actually implemented (and whether they can accelerate the adjustment process). In fact, one should keep in mind that governments can only set rules, but in the end, change must take place in the market implemented by the private sector.

To overcome this limitation it is necessary to rely on other types of indicators, such as those collected by the World Economic Forum that try to capture the changes in the competitive structure of the country through surveys conducted among business managers. Despite the widely recognised limitations of these types of studies mainly related to the nature of being survey, they still represent a good ‘thermometer’ of the changes in the way of doing business in the country.

The WEF competitiveness index is one of the most used and comprehensive competitiveness indicator that is made up of over 110 variables, organised into 12 pillars with each pillar representing an area considered as an important determinant of competitiveness. The time path of the overall index is shown in Figure 35. For Greece, Cyprus and Portugal there is a (slight) deterioration since the crisis began, while for Ireland, the situation has improved. However, an additional caveat must be stressed: given the inclusion of recent macroeconomic data, this indicator is thus bound to show deterioration for any country in a crisis, even if the country does undertake structural reforms. For this reason a deeper look at the sub-indicators is needed to assess whether actual structural reforms are really undertaken by the countries under analysis.

Source: Own elaboration based on OECD data.
In particular, it is instructive to look at indicators of the WEF relating to the labour market. We select the relevant ones and add graphs depicting the programme countries and as a benchmark Germany. Before going forward in the analysis, it is important to stress that it is not clear whether one should look at the level or the change in these indicators. A high level (like for Ireland) should imply that the country actually needs little reforms in the sense that it has already been certified that its economy is flexible.

Labour market efficiency has seen little improvement for countries such as Greece after the crisis, though labour market flexibility increased before the programme started. For Portugal this indicator suggests a loss of flexibility since 2009 and no gain under the programme. Some elements of the overall indicator of labour market flexibility give a somewhat different picture. For example, as shown below hire and fire practices "improved" and flexibility of wage determination was enhanced in Greece after the programme (Figures 36 and 37).

The available numerical indicators on labour market flexibility do not give a consistent picture. The many sub-indicators available often point in different directions and the average for Greece and Portugal indicates little change. The one consistent message which emerges is that Cyprus and
Ireland have more flexible labour markets and that in Portugal legislative change on regular employment contracts has been considerable, even before the programme started.

**Figure 38. Flexibility of wage determination**

**Figure 39. Pay and productivity**

Source: Own elaboration based on WEF data.

Moving to a second set of indicators of structural reforms, the emerging picture is not necessarily the same. Figure 40 shows the ‘doing business’ indicators elaborated by the World Bank to measure the costs to firms of business regulations: for each element are shown the distance from the frontier, i.e. an higher level represents a better environment for the private sector development and the data are reported for 2009 (pale bar) and for 2013 (solid bar).

Countries that were already close to the frontier in 2009 (like Ireland or, to some extent Portugal) had less incentives to sensibly ameliorate their policies in these fields. Particularly important, instead, is the progress shown by Greece, especially in terms of polices to facilitate the starting of new business or those to protect investors. Regarding the first set of policies, in the last three years Greece adopted a simpler form of limited liability companies, abolishing the minimum capital requirement for such companies and made starting a business easier by implementing an electronic platform that interconnects several government agencies. Moreover, Greece has strengthened investor protections by introducing a requirement for director approval of related-party transactions and by requiring greater immediate and annual disclosure of material related-party transactions.

**Figure 40. Doing Business indicators, distance to frontier (2009 and 2013)**

Source: Own elaboration based on World Bank data.
To assure a sustainable growth path of these countries, overcoming issues within the internal political sphere is as much as important as fixing the economic and financial failacies of the economy. Bad economic regulation tends to weaken economic performances in all business sectors, lowering the possibility for the private sector to (re)gain competiveness thanks to a well-functioning country-system.

Figure 41 shows that significant steps forward have not been done by those countries that required mostly a deep reform of their institutional structure: all Mediterranean countries have instead seen their performance even deteriorate compared to the pre-crisis level and Greece always appears near the bottommost among developed countries. Ireland, instead, has improved its government quality, reaching a similar level of Germany (whose score in the same period has actually worsened).

Figure 41. Public institutions, 1-7 (best)

Source: Own elaboration based on WEF data.

Even considering the single elements that constitute the overall index for Public Institution, the situation does not change (for Cyprus the disaggregated data are not available). While in 2013 Portugal has registered slight improvements for some indicators compared to the 2010 level (but still deterioration in comparison with the 2007 values), Greece has not been capable of reversing the worsening trend in any indicator. Conversely, Ireland has always improved (or at least preserved) the quality of its governance compared to the pre-crisis level, surpassing even the result of Germany as regards the burden of government regulation (Figure 42).

Figure 42. WEF Public institutions single indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transparency of government policy-making</th>
<th>Burden of government regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wastefulness of government spending

Diversion of public funds

Source: WEF and authors calculations.
8. CONCLUSIONS

Our evaluation suggests that the adjustment programmes for Portugal and Ireland have worked more or less as intended and indeed as many adjustment programmes beforehand. The fiscal adjustment is painful initially and leads to a deep recession during which financial markets often doubt the eventual success. But this is then followed by a recovery based essentially on export growth as domestic demand remains subdued. The strength of exports determines the strength of the recovery. In economic terms one would call this first expenditure reduction (fiscal adjustment) and then expenditure switching with exports increasing and domestic production outcompeting imports at the margin. Cyprus seems to be following this script although its main problem was not so much fiscal as financial.

Greece stands out because of the depth and length of its recession. We would argue that the depth of the recession could at least partially have been expected, given the initial conditions of the special case of a small but closed economy.

What makes Greece special is the lack of growth in exports despite a considerable fall in wages. The only explanation for this puzzling phenomenon must be that the Greek economy has remained so distorted that it has not responded to changing prices signals.

There is indeed little evidence that structural reforms have increased the adjustment capacity in any of the countries under consideration. But the starting point for Ireland and Portugal was already one of considerable quality. In Greece, by contrast, the quality of the institutions, as far as one can measure, was already much lower than that of the other programme countries. And the little evidence that exists suggests that since the start of the programme many indicators have deteriorated. It could be that the Troika has been so insistent on fiscal adjustment in Greece because there was no progress on structural reforms (despite the special task force).

All in all, it appears that the fiscal problem has been resolved in Greece, more than in other countries, but no progress has been made on making the economy more competitive and improving the quality of the administration and governance of the country.

As a final remark, we observe that the EU-led macroeconomic adjustment programmes outside the euro area (e.g. Latvia) seem to have been much stricter, but the adjustment was quicker and followed by a stronger rebound. At the trough of Latvia’s recession, the programme was also off-track and failure seemed imminent, but it turned out that the sharper-than-planned adjustment cleared the way for a solid recovery.
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APPENDIX 1. CYPRUS: SUMMARY OF SELECTED DATA AND FORECASTS

Table 1: Key Macroeconomic Developments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP growth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program April 2013</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-8.7</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Revised</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>-4.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoF October 2013</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoF January 2014</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp&amp;P (2013)</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment growth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program April 2013</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Revised</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp&amp;P (2013)*</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program April 2013</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Revised</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp&amp;P (2013)*</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 2: Key Budgetary Developments and Revised Forecasts (% of GDP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDP budget balance</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>-6.4</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>-7.1</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary budget balance</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDP gross debt</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>113.7</td>
<td>122.1</td>
<td>126.2</td>
<td>123.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Debt*</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: EU Commission and *ECB (Liabilities – Assets; 2013 data corresponds to 2013: Q2)

Table 3: Key External Developments and Revised Forecasts (% of GDP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trade Balance Goods</td>
<td>-26.8</td>
<td>-24.3</td>
<td>-21.7</td>
<td>-17.2</td>
<td>-15.4</td>
<td>-15.4</td>
<td>-15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Balance Services</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Balance</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current account deficit</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: European Commission
APPENDIX 2. CYPRUS: SUMMARY OF FISCAL CONSOLIDATION MEASURES

Fiscal Measures with Impact in 2012 and 2013

The main fiscal measures implemented so far on the expenditure side include a scaled reduction in the emoluments of public and broader public sector pensioners and employees, a freeze on the increments and general wage increases in the public and broader public sector (including state officials, permanent secretaries and members of the house of representatives), and the suspension in the public sector of the automatic system for wage indexation to inflation, known as COLA (cost of living agreement), until the end of the program. There has also been a reduction in the allowances for public sector employees (such as secretarial services, representation, hospital allowances, and daily oversees subsistence allowance) as well as a reduction of certain benefits and privileges for state officials and senior government officials (e.g. business class travel, duty free vehicles).

A series of measures have also been implemented to reduce social security and pension expenditures. Social security expenditures have been reduced (by about €113 million) through the abolition of a number of redundant and overlapping schemes. Pension expenditures have been reduced through, among other measures, a freeze on public sector pensions, an increase in the statutory retirement age by 2 years, and the introduction of an early retirement penalty of 0.5% per month of early retirement so as to make it actuarially neutral.

Additional expenditure measures include the reduction of transfers to state owed enterprises and semi-public institutions (about €25 million); budget reductions for semi-governmental organizations through activity reducing measures; reduction of expenditures related with housing schemes (at least €36 million); and a series of measures aimed at reducing health care expenditures. These measures consist mainly of reduction of exemptions, increases in fees to reflect associated costs, introduction of financial disincentives to discourage the use of emergency care for non-urgent situations, as well as the provision of unnecessary laboratory tests and pharmaceuticals.

In order to ensure the sustainability of expenditure reduction, a plan for downsizing the public sector through a reduction in the number of employees started to be implemented. The first phase of this plan consists of a freeze on hiring at the entry level and restrictions on other types of recruitment to one for every four retirees until 31 December 2016, and of the adoption of measures to enforce mobility of civil servants within and across ministries and other government entities. The second phase of the plan foresees the abolition of at least 1880 permanent jobs over the period 2013-16.

On the revenue side, the main fiscal measures with effect so far include the introduction of a temporary contribution in the public, broader public, and private sectors on gross earnings and pensions to be levied until 31 December 2016; an increase in the statutory corporate income tax rate to 12.5% and in the tax rate on interest income to 30%; an increase in the standard VAT rate from 17% to 18% (in 2013) an to 19% in (2014), which is still well below the EU average (21.3% in 2013), and well below the maximum rate applied in Europe (27% in Hungary); an increase in the fees for public services by at least 17% of the current values; and the inclusion of pensionable and tax-free allowances of state officials (including permanent secretaries and members of the house of representatives) in the calculation of their taxable income, and the introduction of a contribution of 6.8% on their pensionable earnings. Additional revenue measures implemented include the increase in the bank levy on deposits from 0.095% to 0.11% in 2012 and to 0.15% in 2013, with 25/60 of the revenue to be deposited on a Financial Stability Fund; increases in excise taxes (tobacco products, beer, ethyl alcohol, and oil products); and the introduction of a tax of 20% on gains distributed to winners of betting by the Greek Organisation of Football Prognostics S.A. (OPAP) and the National
Lottery for winnings of €5,000 or more. Additional measures targeting an increase in revenues include the abolition of all exemptions in place regarding the payment of the annual company levy. In addition, new legislation ensures that pension entitlement accrued after January 2013 are considered as personal income and are taxable even if received in the form of a lump-sum payment. Employees have the option to convert lump-sum payments into an actuarially equivalent annuity.

Fiscal Measures with Impact in 2014

This fiscal consolidation has been further reinforced in the 2014 budget, which reflects a reduction in total social transfers by about €28.5 million, to be achieved by streamlining and better targeting child benefits and educational grants, and by abolishing social cohesion benefits provided by the welfare services. The 2014 budget also includes 3% wage reduction for public and broader public sector employees.

The budget also introduces a fee on monthly transportation cards for the use of public transportation services by students and pensioners. On this front it is important to note that the usage of public transportation is already relatively low in Cyprus, that traffic congestion and CO2 emissions are significant problems in urban areas. The 2014 budget also foresees savings in expenditures on education through a range of measures, including a reduction in the number of teachers seconded to the Ministry of Education and Culture; the removal of 1:1.5 teaching time ratio from evening schools of general and technical and vocational education; the elimination of teaching time concession to teachers for being placed in two or more educational districts; the elimination of mentor components for pre-service and in-service training for newly appointed teachers; and the reduction of the cost of afternoon and evening programmes. It is important to note however, that schools schedules in Cyprus are already relatively strict and do not support extending parents working hours, or an increase in women participation into the labour force. Reforms of working schedules should be coordinated with changes in school schedules in order to be feasible.

On the revenue side, the 2014 budget foresees an increase the standard VAT rate from 18% in 2013 to 19% in 2014, and of the reduced VAT rate from 8% to 9%. It is also foreseen an increase in social security contributions by an additional percentage point on pensionable earnings (0.5 of a percentage point from employees and 0.5 of a percentage point from employers, and 1 percentage point in the case of self-employed persons). Taxes on motor vehicles have increased through the introduction of an annual road tax, changes in registration fees, and excise duties, including motor fuel duties, following the recommendation of a study undertaken by the University of Cyprus, on the basis of environmentally-friendly principles.

The authorities are also committed to take permanent additional expenditure and revenue measures amounting to about ⅓% of GDP in an effort to advance part of the future consolidation effort. These measures include further reductions of public sector allowances, measures to streamline overtime compensation, further reduction of pension payments and the abolition of income tax exemption for certain pension schemes, the reduction of the tax-free threshold for lottery gains and the introduction of a contribution of 3% on salaries of casual employees in the public sector receiving gratuity.

APPENDIX 3. CYPRUS: REFORM OF WORKING TIMES IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

Prior to reform, the regular working time for the public sector was mornings from 7:30 to 14:30 Monday to Friday, and Wednesday afternoon from 15:00 to 18:00 (excluding the period from 1st of
July to 31st of August). In January 2013, public servants were given a choice of starting work at 7.30am or 8.30am and finishing at 3pm or 4pm, accordingly. From 1st of September 2013, a choice was given between regular working times of 8am to 3.30pm or from 9am to 4.30pm. Following strong opposition from labour unions, and also due to the fact that school hours have not been changed, with limited after school facilities, regular working times are to be set back by half an hour, starting in January 2014, with regular working times now changing to 7:30 to 15:00, or 8:30 to 16:00. To reduce overtime related costs to the public sector wage bill, working time is to be made more flexible so as to cover - as a minimum - service hours from 7:00 until 17:00 in the entire public sector and service hours from 7:00 to 19:00 for public sector services with extended operating hours (including, but not limited to, healthcare and security), under regular working time. It is not easy, however, to see how this will operate in practice.

APPENDIX 4: FISCAL STRUCTURAL REFORMS

Pension Reform
With regards to pension reform, the Cypriot authorities have already introduced a series of measures (including limiting entitlement, increase in contributions, and increase in retirement age), which according to the results of the actuarial study are sufficient to ensure the long-term financial sustainability of the system through 2060. Additional measures aimed at further ensuring this sustainability include legislation limiting total annual public pension benefits to 50% of the official’s carrier for Members if the House of Representatives (prior action), and guaranteeing that all reforms that apply to public sector employees also apply to the broader public sector and to hourly-paid public employees.

Health Care Reform
Structural reforms aimed at improving the cost-effectiveness of the health care system include the restructuring of public hospitals according to the action plan approved by the Council of Ministers end-June 2013, to be completed by the second quarter of 2015. In addition, the authorities should submit by January 2014 a plan to implement a National Health System, to be in place end-2015. There is also a commitment on the adoption of a coherent regulatory framework for pricing and reimbursement of goods and services based on the actual level of costs incurred (with an interim report due by Q4-2013). In addition there should be a review of eligibility criteria for free health services, in line with eligibility criteria for social assistance, and possibly the establishment of a system of family doctors to serve as gate-keepers to access to further levels of care.

Revenue Administration Reform
Another important set of reforms for increasing the sustainability of public finances target the improvement of revenue administration. On this front measures are being taken for the integration of the Inland Revenue Department and VAT services into a new function-based tax administration, including the establishment of a High-Level Steering Committee and an Executive Technical Committee to oversee the implementation of reforms. The final reform implementation plan was to be approved by the government by Q4-2013, along with a work program of joint audits to target high-risk taxpayers and large traders. In addition, legislative amendments will increase the collection enforcement powers of the revenue administration. Immovable property tax reform is also underway, and a new system of marketvaluations for estimating the tax base is to be adopted by Q3-2014, on the basis of technical assistance and various studies. It is important to note that property tax collection has been made extremely cumbersome by the long delays in the transfer of property rights from developers to property buyers, which can take several years in Cyprus. In cases where the registered property owner is still the developer, the latter pays the property tax and can
claim it from the unit holder. In cases where the unit holder pays an amount that is higher than they would have paid had they owned the property at the time of the taxation, the unit holder can claim back the difference from the Income Tax authorities once the title deed is issued. This is a bureaucratic process difficult to administrate, which will benefit significantly from the reform of the system for issuing and transferring title deeds, foreseen in the package of structural reforms for the housing market, and due by Q4-2014. The current complexity of the system has led to non-negligible non-compliance, as shown in a list presented by the Inland Revenue Department to parliament on December 18, 2013, detailing individuals and companies who failed to pay the immovable property tax by the due date (November 15), including thirty two property development companies representing about €10 billion in uncollected taxes (Politis Newspaper, December 19, front page).

Public Administration Reform
A thorough reform of the public administration is also an important priority of the adjustment program. The public sector represents a large share of the public sector in Cyprus and reforms are essential to ensure an efficient use of resources, while guaranteeing the quality of the services provided, and the effective implementation of the public financial management system reforms. Reforms of the working times for the public sector in order to increase productivity, increase the time-span for communicating with western Europe, including Brussels, and reduce overtime payments, have been had strong opposition from Trade Unions and have been difficult to implement (see Appendix 3). In addition, an independent external review is being undertaken by the World Bank and the UK public administration (due by Q3-2014), with the view of introducing an appropriate system of public sector remuneration and working conditions (e.g. annual vacation leave, sick leave, maternity leave, working time), in relation to the private sector, to other EU countries, and to best practices; and with the view of introducing a new performance based appraisal system in the public sector, for development and promotion purposes, linking performance with the remuneration system. A reform will then be implemented on the basis of the findings of this review, in consultation with the programme partners, by Q4-2014. There will also be sectoral reviews focusing on reforming the organisational structure and size of relevant ministries, services, and independent authorities, organized in batches, the first of which should be implemented in Q2-2014 (Ministries of Agriculture, Education and Health, as well as local government and the Department of Registrar of Companies and Official Receiver), and the last in Q1-2016 (remaining Ministries).

Reform of State-Owned Enterprises and Privatization
To improve efficiency and reduce the risks to public finances, the authorities are to adopt legislation regulating the creation and the functioning of State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) at the central and local levels, which will enhance the monitoring powers of the central administration, including reporting on SOEs in the context of the annual budgetary procedure (draft law due by Q4-2013). In addition, existing SOEs are to be restructured or privatized according to plans submitted by the government. The privatization process includes the privatization of important state-owned enterprises, including the Cyprus Telecommunications Authority (Cyta) and the Cyprus Port Authority (CPA) by the end of 2015, and of the Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) by September 2017. In the case of Cyta, the privatization plan foresees employee participation, with the percentage to be decided by March 2015; with the remaining shares to be offered to a strategic investor. The privatization of Cyta is seen as relatively easier, since the company already operates in relatively competitive environment. In the case of ports, the government will auction licences for their commercial exploration, while the Cyprus Port Authority (CPA) will retain only regulatory functions. The privatization of the Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) is seen as relatively more complex, as the company has been negatively affected by a combination of high costs and low demand, and is therefore planned to be finalized only by end of 2018. The privatization plan
foresees the unbundling of EAC operations into electricity generation, high voltage transmission network, low voltage distribution network, and electricity supply. Other state owned organizations to be privatized include the Cyprus Stock Exchange and the State Lottery. The plan also envisages the selling of: (i) the Cyprus State Fair Authority’s immovable property; (ii) other real estate owned by the state; (iii) the state’s 51% stake in Forest Industries; and (iv) the state’s 11.9% stake in the Pancyprian Bakers Company.

**Welfare System Reform**

The reform of the Welfare System is centred on the introduction of a new Guaranteed Minimum Income (GMI) scheme, which aims to ensure adequate and equitable protection of vulnerable groups, while preserving work incentives. The system is based on the definition of minimum consumption basket covering basic needs in order to achieve a decent standard of living. The cost of this basket will define the GMI. The final design of the reformed social welfare system, including decisions on the type, level and eligibility criteria for GMI and any remaining benefits (including targeted education and child benefits), consistent with the 2014 and medium-term budget ceilings, should be approved by the Council of Ministers by end-March 2014, after consultation with social partners, and the reform is to be implemented by end-June 2014 (existing structural benchmark). As part of the reform, all the relevant competences and responsibilities related to the administration and provision of all social benefits are to be transferred to the Ministry of Labour and Social Insurance, which should be appropriately equipped in terms of financial and human resources (to be reassigned from other departments of the public administration as needed by April-2014). Only benefits related to education and displaced persons will remain under the administration of the Ministry of Education and Culture, and the Ministry of Interior, respectively.

**APPENDIX 5. CYPRUS: RECAPITALISATION OF THE BANK OF CYPRUS AND CREDIT COOPERATIVE SECTOR**

The recapitalization process of the Bank of Cyprus, finalized in July 2013, resulted in a 47.5% (€3.9 billion) conversion of uninsured deposits into equity. The restructuring raised the bank’s share capital to approximately (€4.7 billion) as of end of September 2013, implying a shareholder structure of 81.4% for bailed-in depositors, 18.1% for Laiki Legacy, and 0.5% for other shareholders. The only shareholder holding a share higher than 5% is Laiki Legacy. At the end of September 2013 the bank’s total equity, including accumulated losses amounted to 2.8bn, implying a Core Tier 1 capital ratio of 10.2%, and a capital ratio of 10.4%. Following this recapitalization the bank has exited resolution and regained ECB counterparty status. A General Meeting took place on September 10, 2013, to appoint a new Board of Directors, and on 22 October the Board of Directors appointed a new CEO.

Due to the uncertainty regarding deposit outflows and non-performing loans, and to the still limited funding options for the Bank of Cyprus, 37.5% of its initial uninsured deposits (about €3.1 billion) have been converted into time deposits with the bank, equally split into time deposits with maturities of 6, 9, and 12 month subject to restrictions on termination as stipulated in the capital controls legislation in place, and extendable by another 6, 9, 12 months, if the liquidity position of the bank remains unchanged. Adding to the 15% of initially uninsured deposits freed in 2013, in January 2014, the Bank of Cyprus has also decided to release the batch of time deposits maturing in January (the 6-month deposits), as a sign of stability.

Under way is also the restructuring of the credit cooperative sector, which included 93 credit cooperatives. An assessment of the capital needs and viability of individual institutions, which included all credit cooperatives, indicates that the sector remains solvent overall but it is
undercapitalized. Its capital needs are estimated to amount to €1.5 billion (to ensure a core Tier 1 ratio of 9% at the sectoral level and 4% at the individual level, in line with European practices for credit cooperatives). Following the approval of the restructuring plans submitted to the European Commission, the sector will be recapitalized by this amount (already deposited in the form of bonds in a Central Bank of Cyprus account to boost confidence in the system). The funds are to be initially injected in the Cooperative Central Bank (CCB), which will be 99% state-owned and will act as parent bank of the consolidated credit cooperative institutions, being the central service provider and taking responsibility for all strategic and operational aspects of the sector, including risk policy and management, as well as strategic management and monitoring of NPLs. To insure absence of political interference in this sector, legislation has been passed, establishing a Management Unit under the Ministry of Finance to manage the State’s majority stake in the sector, under technical independence, and guaranteeing that the sector, including the Cooperative Central Bank, will operate on a commercial basis, without political interference in its business decisions. The authorities have argued that this structure would be easier to manage than an independent resolution fund, for instance. The restructuring of the sector envisages its consolidation into at most 18 institutions by the end of March 2014, based on efficiency, viability, and logistical grounds, while trying to preserve the role of these institutions. Cooperative credit institutions that subsequently become unviable will be required to merge with viable ones. Upon completion of each legal merger, the Cooperative Central Bank will inject capital into them to ensure compliance with the 4% individual core Tier 1 ratio, taking a 99% stake. This process should be finalized by the end of March 2014. As of December, 2013, the first mergers had been completed (38 credit cooperative institutions have been merged into 9 entities) according to the agreed timetable. This restructuring plan envisages the possibility for the sector to exit state control. Following the capital injection, and provided adequate capital ratios are maintained, the credit cooperative institutions and the Cooperative Central Bank will be able to buy back shares from the state and regain their mutual status, but no specific timetable was defined for this process to take place.

APPENDIX 6. CYPRUS: REFORMING THE WAGE INDEXATION SYSTEM

As embedded in the 2013 budget and in the Medium-Term Budget, the reform foresees partial rather than full indexation, with the rate of wage indexation being set at 50% of the rate of increase of the underlying price index over the previous year, to take place on the 1st of January each year, and therefore at a lower frequency than before (every 12-months instead of 6-months). It also allows adjustments to be suspended in case of adverse economic conditions, such that if in the second and third quarters of a given year negative rates of growth of seasonally adjusted real GDP are registered, no indexation will be effected for the following year (under this umbrella, the COLA has been now suspended for the wider public sector until the end of the programme).

APPENDIX 7. CYPRUS: EU2020 COMPLIANCE

Table 4: Headline Targets, National Targets and National Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EU2020 Compliance</th>
<th>EU Target</th>
<th>Cyprus Target</th>
<th>Cyprus 2008</th>
<th>Cyprus 2011</th>
<th>Cyprus 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment Rate</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>75-77%</td>
<td>76.50%</td>
<td>73.4%</td>
<td>70.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty/Social Exclusion</td>
<td>Lift at least 20m. people</td>
<td>19.3% people at risk (or lift</td>
<td>23.50%</td>
<td>23.70%</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Value 1</td>
<td>Value 2</td>
<td>Value 3</td>
<td>Value 4</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early School Leavers</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11.90%</td>
<td>11.30%</td>
<td>11.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary Education (30-34 yrs)</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>44.70%</td>
<td>45.8%</td>
<td>49.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment in R&amp;D</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0.50%</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2 Emissions</td>
<td>-20% from 1990</td>
<td>-5% from 2005</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>2.70%</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable Energy</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>4.80%</td>
<td>6.80%</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency (reduction of energy consumption in Mtoe)</td>
<td>20% or 368 Mtoe</td>
<td>14.30%</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>4.30%</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: European Commission